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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

North America has proven to be a leader in the development and deployment of 4G technologies. As the 

industry naturally progresses towards the future that is “5G,” North America and other parts of the world 

are vying to become leaders in the research and development of 5G standards, networks and products. 

North America, particularly the United States, has long been leading global efforts in the advancements of 

mobile technologies all the way from analog through 4G, and now into 5G. The U.S. remains a strong player 

in the vision, definition and development of 5G by ensuring it meets North America’s unique marketplace 

requirements. Public and private investment in research and development (R&D) for 5G has significantly 

increased to ensure that it develops optimally. U.S. carriers have announced trials and early deployments 

of 5G technologies, demonstrating a commitment to 5G leadership. FCC Chairman Wheeler is promoting 

opening up spectrum for 5G in the U.S. to make the U.S. a world leader; at remarks given to the National 

Press Club on June 20, 2016,1 Chairman Wheeler stated: 

“If the Commission approves my proposal next month [July 2016], the United States will be the first 

country in the world to open up high-band spectrum for 5G networks and applications. And that’s 

damn important because it means U.S. companies will be first out of the gate.  

We will be repeating the proven formula that made the United States the world leader in 4G. It’s a 

simple formula: Lead the world in spectrum availability, encourage and protect innovation-driving 

competition, and stay out of the way of technological development.” 

Both Europe and Asia have also significantly funded and established research projects for the development 

and promotion of 5G networks, with a goal to influence and lead the definition of 5G technologies. The 

European Union has invested heavily in research activities with the aim to put Europe back in the leading 

role of the global mobile industry. In addition, China, Japan and Korea have stated aspirations and 

embarked on developmental projects to also establish regional and/or national leadership positions in 

wireless research, development and manufacturing. 

On June 16, 2014, it was announced that the European Union and South Korea, seeking to lead the world 

into the dawn of 5G wireless networks, would sign a Memorandum of Understanding to collaborate on 

systems, standards and radio-frequency harmonization for 5G.2   In January 2014, the South Korean 

government said it plans to be the first entity to introduce 5G networking technology to the masses, and 

hopes the technology will be ready for launch by December 2020.3  

Since “4G Americas’ Summary of Global 5G Initiatives”4 was published in June 2014, there have been 

significant developments worldwide. This paper, developed by 5G Americas member companies using 

publicly available information, covers recent advances and initiatives, such as operator trials, as of first 

                                                      
1  Remarks of Chairman Wheeler on 'The Future of Wireless', https://www.fcc.gov/document/remarks-chairman-

wheeler-future-wireless.  National Press Club. 20 June, 2016. 
2 EU, South Korea to Ally on Faster Mobile Access, So Called 5G Could Be Crucial for European Bloc, which Trails 
Telecom Rivals, Wall Street Journal, Francis Robinson, Brussels and Ming-Jeong Lee, Seoul.  June 16, 2014. 
3 EU, South Korea Join Forces to Develop 5G Technology, ZDNet, Charlie Osborne.  June 16, 2014. 
4 http://www.4gamericas.org/files/2114/0622/1680/2014_4GA_Summary_of_Global_5G_Initiatives__FINAL.pdf 

https://www.fcc.gov/document/remarks-chairman-wheeler-future-wireless.%20National
https://www.fcc.gov/document/remarks-chairman-wheeler-future-wireless.%20National
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quarter 2016. No private or confidential information is included in this paper, which is solely focused on the 

technological evolution of wireless networks. 

For additional insights into 5G Americas’ vision of the future, see “5G Spectrum Recommendations,” 

published in August 2015, and “5G Technology Evolution Recommendations,” published in October 2015. 

Both are available at www.5gamericas.org/en/resources/white-papers. 

One additional quote from U.S. FCC Chairman Wheeler sums it up: 

“Once again, we are looking to the sky to unlock new discoveries and unleash American ingenuity. 

We are the pioneers of a new spectrum frontier. Working together, we can write the next chapter 

in the mobile revolution that has already transformed our lives and society. Working together, we 

can unleash new waves of innovation and discovery that we are yet to imagine.” 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Historically, the vision and development of mobile communication has been centered in three different 

geographic regions: North America, Europe and Asia. The standards that were born out of these regions 

were quite independent. Leadership in research and development for each generation of technology has 

been shifting between the U.S. and Europe. A new mobile generation has appeared approximately every 

10 years since the first generation Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) in the 1970s. 

The most successful first-generation analog technology was AMPS, developed in the U.S. by Bell Labs in 

the 1970s and was first used commercially in the United States in 1983. First-generation European 

engineering efforts were divided among various standards, while the Japanese standards did not receive 

much international attention. 

However, development of second-generation (2G) Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) 

networks began in 1981 and was a European-led effort conducted in European standards committees. In 

1989, standardization work moved to the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). The 

first GSM call was made in Finland on July 1, 1991, by Telenokia and Siemens. The first Short Message 

Service (SMS) message was sent on December 3, 1992.5 Deployments of 2G GSM networks occurred 

quickly in Europe, thanks to the GSM standard being mandated in Europe. In 1993, Australia was the first 

nation outside of Europe to deploy GSM. In 1995, the first U.S. GSM network became operational. GSM 

deployments then spread quickly worldwide. By 2005, GSM networks accounted for more than 75 percent 

of the worldwide cellular network market, serving 1.5 billion subscribers. 

While GSM technology development led in Europe, IS-54 and IS-136 2G mobile phone systems, known as 

Digital AMPS (D-AMPS), was developed in parallel in North America. D-AMPS, also widely referred to as 

TDMA, was once prevalent throughout the Americas in the 1990s. D-AMPS is considered end-of-life, and 

existing networks were replaced by GSM/General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) or Code Division Multiple 

Access (CDMA) 2000 technologies. 

The development of the third-generation (3G) wireless network was a global standardization effort 

conducted in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), which consists of regional partners from Asia, 

                                                      
5 SMS messaging was used for the first time on December 3, 1992, when Neil Papworth, a 22-year-old test engineer 
for Sema Group in the UK (now Airwide Solutions), used a personal computer to send the text message "Merry 
Christmas" via the Vodafone network to the phone of Richard Jarvis who was at a party in Newbury, Berkshire which 
had been organized to celebrate the event. 

http://www.5gamericas.org/en/resources/white-papers
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Europe and North America. ETSI is the designated European partner, and the Alliance for 

Telecommunications Industry Solution (ATIS) is the designated North American partner. There are other 

3GPP partners from China, Korea and Japan. The first 3GPP meeting was held in December 1998. 

Between then and the end of 2007, 3GPP produced five releases of global 3G standards that encompassed 

the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), Internet Protocol (IP) Multimedia Subsystem 

(IMS) and High Speed Packet Access (HSPA).   

In 1999, a global initiative called "3G.IP" was launched to actively promote a common IP-based wireless 

system for 3G networks.  The initial 3G.IP membership included AT&T Wireless, British Telecom, France 

Telecom, Telecom Italia and Nortel Networks. The membership was later expanded to include NTT 

DoCoMo, BellSouth, Telenor, Lucent Technologies, Ericsson, Motorola and Nokia. The work produced in 

3G.IP was submitted to 3GPP and became the general framework for an all-IP network and for the 3GPP 

IMS.  The 3GPP standards for an all-IP network were published in 3GPP Release 5 in Q2 2001 (originally 

called Release 2000). The initial IMS standards were completed in 3GPP Release 5 in Q1 2002. 

The global wireless community agreed that the fourth-generation (4G) standardization effort should 

continue in 3GPP rather than forming a new Standards Development Organization (SDO). Generational 

shifts from 3G technologies – originally with the first incarnation of LTE, a higher speed air interface that 

included the streamlining of the core network called System Architecture Evolution (SAE) with the major 

aspect of the SAE being the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) (along with HSPA+) – enabled the major 

components of the 4G standardization efforts. The first 4G standards appeared in 3GPP Release 8, which 

was completed in 2008.  Improvements to the 4G standards continued with 3GPP Release 9 in 2009, 3GPP 

Release 10 in early 2011 and 3GPP Release 11 in 2012. Additional work on LTE and HSPA+ was 

completed in December 2014 for Release 12 and continued in Release 13 which was finalized in March 

2016. 3GPP is currently working on additional LTE enhancements and initial 5G studies in Release 14, as 

is planning for 5G normative work in 3GPP Releases 15 and 16. See section 4.1 for more information on 

Releases 15 and 16 work on 5G. 

2.  WHAT IS 5G? 

The world has witnessed four generations of mobile communication technology, with each new generation 

extending the capabilities and enhancing the end-user experience compared to its predecessors. It is 

generally assumed that commercial standardized fifth generation mobile communication systems will 

emerge around 2020, although pre-standard and pre-commercial devices, networks and services may pre-

empt through trials and test beds.  

The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) has recently initiated activities to define requirements 

for International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT)-2020, similar to how it previously defined requirements 

for IMT-2000 and IMT-Advanced. Eventually this work could lead to what is commonly referred to as 5G. 

However, as of first quarter 2016, there is no clear definition of, or detailed requirements for, 5G. So for 

now, the best way to understand 5G’s capabilities is by studying what service providers and their customers 

will want and need in 2020 and beyond.  

In fact, identifying those expectations and then mapping them to the corresponding technology components 

is a key activity for the 5G initiatives currently going on worldwide. Obvious requirements include support 

for enormous amounts of connected devices, flexible air interfaces, “always-online” capabilities and high 

energy efficiency. Achieving all of these may not be possible with a simple upgrade of current systems, but 

instead will require new protocols and access technologies altogether. 
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3.  LANDSCAPE OF REGIONAL 5G-RELATED ACTIVITIES 

This section provides a landscape of 5G-related activities in the global regions of Asia, Europe and the 

Americas. 

3.1 5G-RELATED ACTVITIES IN ASIA 

This section describes the 5G-related activities in China, Korea and Japan. 

3.1.1 CHINA 

The 5G-related activities in China are primarily centered on two main fora: the IMT-2020 Promotion Group 

and the China National Key Project on 5G. 

3.1.1.1 IMT-2020 PROMOTION GROUP 

The IMT-2020 Promotion group was launched by Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), 

National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) and the Ministry of Science & Technology (MOST) 

in February 2013. Its mission is to promote 5G R&D by steering China’s trials and other activities, as well 

as facilitate global cooperation on 5G R&D. 

The IMT-2020 Promotion Group consists of five working groups: Requirements, Technology, Spectrum, 

IPR and Standardization. The group’s members include Chinese operators, vendors, universities and 

research institutes. Foreign companies cannot be members of the IMT-2020 promotion group, but are 

invited to events such as workshops. For more information, visit http://www.imt-2020.cn/en/introduction.  

The IMT-2020 Promotion Group signed a multilateral MoU to collaborate with the 5G Infrastructure 

Association – Public Private Partnership (Europe), 5G Forum (Republic of Korea), 5G Americas (Americas) 

and 5GMF (Japan) on a bi-annual Global 5G Event.6 

3.1.1.2 CHINA NATIONAL KEY PROJECT ON 5G 

Since 2007, China has initiated massive research projects with substantial government funding to promote 

the country’s technology leadership and innovation capabilities in selected key areas. The overall guidance 

was “China Mid/Long Term Science & Technology Development Plan (2006-2020),” published by the state 

council in February 2006.7 Sixteen National Key Projects were defined thereafter, including a project of 

“Next Generation Wireless Broadband System – NGWBS,” led by the MIIT. The project is planned and 

executed on a two-year time window rolling forward. Previously TD-LTE and its evolution were supported 

by NGWBS. Since 2015, 5G has become the focus of this National Key Project. The “2016-2017 National 

Key Project” on 5G includes the following aspects: 

1. 3GPP-based 5G global standard study and promotion 

2. 5G high performance AD/DA chipset prototyping 

                                                      
6 http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-

south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/  
7 http://www.gov.cn/jrzg/2006-02/09/content_183787.htm  (Note:  Web page in Chinese only) 

http://www.imt-2020.cn/en/introduction
http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/
http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/
http://www.gov.cn/jrzg/2006-02/09/content_183787.htm
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3. 5G base station high frequency Power Amplifier study 

4. 5G base station high bandwidth RF filter test piece R&D 

5. 5G low frequency (<6GHz) wide-area network solution study and trial system development 

6. 5G low power, massive connectivity solution study and trial system development 

7. 5G high frequency system solution study and trial system development 

8. 5G high density network deployment technology study and trial system development 

9. 5G new Multiple Access Coding (PHY layer) study and verification 

10. User centric 5G wireless access network architecture and key technologies study 

11. 5G-based high accuracy indoor location service technology study 

12. Autonomous driving research and demonstration 

The National Key Projects are driven by Chinese domestic companies/institutes including operators, 

vendors, research institutes and universities. Before 2015, foreign companies were excluded from 

participation. Today, foreign companies registered in China may be allowed limited participation. 

3.1.2 KOREA 

The primary coordinated 5G effort in South Korea is in the 5G Forum8, an industry-academia cooperative 

program formed in May 2013. The 5G Forum is looking to become the leading force in developing the next 

generation communication technology. Its vision and mission include: 

 Establishing national policy. 

 Promoting 5G R&D. 

 Fostering support for a 5G ecosystem. 

 Enabling global collaboration. 

The 5G Forum signed a multilateral MoU to collaborate with the 5G Infrastructure Association – Public 

Private Partnership (Europe), 5GMF (Japan), 5G Americas (Americas) and IMT-2020 Promotion Group 

(China) on a bi-annual Global 5G Event.9 The 5G Forum is planning for the 2018 5G demonstration at the 

PyeongChang Olympics.  

The Forum is open not only to the communications industry, but also to small and mid-sized companies 

and start-ups in content and other related industries. However, the meetings seem to be geared toward 

domestic Korean entities and policies and are conducted in the Korean language.   

                                                      
8 http://www.5gforum.org/  
9 http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-

south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/  

http://www.5gforum.org/
http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/
http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/
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3.1.3 JAPAN 

The Association of Radio Industries and Businesses (ARIB) “2020 and beyond” ad hoc group was 

established in September 2013 with the objective to study system concepts, basic functions and 

distribution/architecture of mobile communication in 2020 and beyond. The group published a white paper 

in October 2014 10  that has presented in several workshops, including the ITU-R WP5D workshop 

“Research views on IMT beyond 2020”. 

The primary coordinated 5G effort in Japan is currently with the Fifth Generation Mobile Communications 

Promotion Forum (5GMF)11, which is conducting R&D and coordinating with other related organizations.  

The 5GMF includes a number of committees and members from across industry, academia and 

government. 

The 5GMF signed a multilateral MoU to collaborate with the 5G Infrastructure Association – Public Private 

Partnership (Europe), 5G Forum (Republic of Korea), 5G Americas (Americas) and IMT-2020 Promotion 

Group (China) on a bi-annual Global 5G Event.12 

3.2 5G-RELATED ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE 

There are a number of 5G-related research efforts in Europe, with the Framework Projects among the 

largest. European research also includes the Eureka Celtic-Plus program, along with several country-

specific research projects. 

3.2.1 EUROPEAN UNION FRAMEWORK PROJECT 7 

The 7th Framework Project (FP7) was scheduled to select projects from 2007-2013. Projects selected for 

funding to start in a particular year often take several years to complete. Most FP7 projects were completed 

by the end of 2015, with the final reports now available. However, a few projects extended into 2016. The 

2014 4G Americas white paper highlighted the following 5G-related FP7 projects: 

Table 1. 5G-Related European Union FP7 Projects. 

Research Project Description 

5GNOW LTE and LTE-Advanced leverage orthogonal wave forms (OFDMA). The 5th 

Generation Non-Orthogonal Waveforms for asynchronous signaling (5GNOW) 

will investigate non-orthogonal waveforms and develop a proof-of-concept with 

hardware demonstrator. 

http://www.5gnow.eu/  

                                                      
10 http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-
south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/  
11 http://5gmf.jp/en/  
12 http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-

south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/  

http://www.5gnow.eu/
http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/
http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/
http://5gmf.jp/en/
http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/
http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/
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Research Project Description 

COMBO COnvergence of fixed and Mobile BrOadband access/aggregation networks 

(COMBO) will propose and investigate new integrated approaches for Fixed- 

Mobile Converged (FMC) broadband access-aggregation networks for 

different scenarios. COMBO architectures will be based on joint optimization 

of fixed and mobile access-aggregation networks around the innovative 

concept of Next Generation Point of Presence (NG-POP). 

http://www.ict-combo.eu/  

iJOIN Interworking and JOINt Design of an Open Access and Backhaul Network 

Architecture for Small Cells based on Cloud Networks (iJOIN) introduces the 

novel concept of RAN-as-a-service (RANaaS), where RAN functionality is 

flexibly centralized through an open IT platform based upon a cloud 

infrastructure. Additionally, iJOIN aims at jointly designing and optimizing a 

radio access based upon small cells, and a heterogeneous backhaul to 

improve the system throughput, as well as the energy and cost efficiency of a 

cellular network. 

http://www.ict-ijoin.eu/  

MAMMOET The mission of MAssive MiMO for Efficient Transmission (MAMMOET) is to 

advance the development of Massive MIMO, a new and highly promising trend 

in mobile access. MAMMOET will show the benefits (and will overcome the 

practical limitations) of Massive MIMO and develop complete technological 

solutions leveraging low-cost and drastically more efficient and flexible 

hardware. 

http://www.mammoet-project.eu/  

MCN  Mobile Cloud Networking (MCN) will investigate, implement and evaluate the 

technological foundations for mobile networks, as well as decentralized 

computing plus smart storage offered as one atomic service: On-Demand, 

Elastic and Pay-As-You-Go. 

http://www.mobile-cloud-networking.eu/site/  

METIS The main objective of Mobile and wireless communications Enablers for 
Twenty-twenty (2020) Information Society (METIS) is to lay the foundation for, 
and to generate a European consensus about, the future global mobile and 
wireless communications system. METIS will provide valuable and timely 
contributions to pre-standardization and regulation processes, and ensure 
European leadership in mobile and wireless communications. 

https://www.metis2020.com/  

MOTO Mobile Opportunistic Traffic Offloading (MOTO) proposes a traffic offloading 

architecture that exploits in a synergistic way a diverse set of offloading 

schemes. These include offloading from cellular to other wireless 

infrastructures, such as Wi-Fi, and enabling multi-hop ad hoc communications 

among users’ devices. 

http://www.ict-ras.eu/index.php/ras-projects/moto  

http://www.ict-combo.eu/
http://www.ict-ijoin.eu/
http://www.mammoet-project.eu/
http://www.mobile-cloud-networking.eu/site/
https://www.metis2020.com/
http://www.ict-ras.eu/index.php/ras-projects/moto
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Research Project Description 

PHYLAWS PHYsical Layer Wireless Security (PHYLAWS) is investigating new security 

approaches for handsets and communications nodes that operate at the radio 

interface. PHYLAWS will enhance the privacy of wireless public radio networks 

in an affordable, flexible, efficient and measurable manner. 

http://www.phylaws-ict.org/  

TROPIC Traffic Optimization by the Integration of Information and Control (TROPIC) is 

bringing femtocell networking and cloud computing within a common 

framework. This will enable an innovative tool with considerable advantages 

over the current scenario.   

http://www.ict-tropic.eu/  

In addition to the links outlined, further information about these and other EU-funded projects can be found 

on the Community Research & Development Information Service (CORDIS) website:  

http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/home_en.html. This website will also include final reports from these 

projects. 

3.2.2 EUROPEAN UNION FRAMEWORK PROJECT 8 / HORIZON 2020 

The 8th Framework Project is known as Horizon 2020, with nearly 80 billion Euros for funding over seven 

years (2014 to 2020). As part of Horizon 2020, 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5G-PPP) was 

formed to stimulate collaborative 5G research in Europe. Because it’s a public-private partnership, 

companies involved are expected to co-fund the research, which is also supplemented by an EU budget of 

700 million Euros. 

5G-PPP has produced a number of white papers, including several on 5G support of vertical sectors.  These 

papers are available at https://5g-ppp.eu/white-papers/ 

5G-PPP selected 19 projects during its Call-1, which started in the second half of 2015. The projects 

address the major building blocks of the 5G network. The table below provides a brief overview of the 19 

Call-1 projects. For more details, visit https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-ppp-phase-1-projects.  

Table 2. 5G-PPP Call-1 Projects. 

Research Project Objectives 

EURO 5G The Euro-5G project’s primary objective to facilitate effective and efficient co-
operation and integration between all projects of the 5G-PPP, the European 
Commission, the 5G-Infrastructure Association, Networld2020 ETP, related 
EUREKA projects and related national initiatives. The goal is to maximize the 
European momentum toward, and benefits from, the future 5G integrated, 
ubiquitous and ultra-high capacity networks. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/euro-5g/  

5G-NORMA The key objective of 5G NOvel Radio Multiservice adaptive network 
Architecture (5G NORMA) is to develop a conceptually novel, adaptive and 
future-proof 5G mobile network architecture. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-norma/ 

http://www.phylaws-ict.org/
http://www.ict-tropic.eu/
http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/home_en.html
https://5g-ppp.eu/white-papers/
https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-ppp-phase-1-projects/
https://5g-ppp.eu/euro-5g/
https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-norma/
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Research Project Objectives 

5G-XHaul 5G Integrated fronthaul/backhaul (5G-XHaul) proposes a converged optical 
and wireless network solution able to flexibly connect small cells to the core 
network. Exploiting user mobility, this solution allows the dynamic allocation of 
network resources to predicted and actual hotspots. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-xhaul/  

5G-Crosshaul The 5G-Crosshaul project aims at developing a 5G integrated backhaul and 
fronthaul transport network. This architecture enables a flexible and software-
defined reconfiguration of all networking elements in a multi-tenant and 
service-oriented unified management environment. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/xhaul/  

5G ENSURE 5G Enablers for Network and System Security and Resilience (5G-ENSURE) 
will define and deliver a 5G security architecture that’s shared and agreed 
upon by the various 5G stakeholders. It will specify, develop and release an 
initial set of useful and usable security enablers for 5G. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-xhaul/  

CHARISMA Converged Heterogeneous Advanced 5G Cloud-RAN Architecture for 
Intelligent and Secure Media Access (CHARISMA) proposes an intelligent 
hierarchical routing and para-virtualized architecture that unites two important 
concepts: devolved offload with the shortest path nearest to end users and an 
end-to-end security service chain via virtualized open access physical layer 
security. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/charisma/  

CogNet Autonomic network management based on machine learning will be a key 
technology enabling an (almost) self-administering and self-managing 
network. Network software will be capable of forecasting resource demand 
requirements through usage prediction, recognizing error conditions, security 
conditions, outlier events such as fraud, and responding and taking corrective 
actions. Energy efficiency will also be a key requirement. 

The Cognitive Network Management (CogNet) proposal will focus on applying 
machine learning research to these domains to enable the level of network 
management technology required to fulfil the 5G vision. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/cognet/  

COHERENT The exponential growth of mobile traffic, drastically increasing network 
complexity and the strong need for inter-network coordination of wireless 
network resources call for breakthroughs in control, coordination and flexible 
spectrum management in 5G heterogeneous radio access networks.  

The COordinated control and spectrum management for 5G Heterogeneous 
Radio accEss NeTworks (COHERENT) project aims to address the problems 
of exponential growth of mobile traffic, which has drastically increased network 
complexity and the need for inter-network coordination of wireless network 
resources. COHERENT will research, develop and validate a novel control 
framework for future mobile networks. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/coherent/  

https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-xhaul/
https://5g-ppp.eu/xhaul/
https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-xhaul/
https://5g-ppp.eu/charisma/
https://5g-ppp.eu/cognet/
https://5g-ppp.eu/coherent/
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Research Project Objectives 

FANTASTIC 5G Flexible Air iNTerfAce for Scalable service delivery wiThin wIreless 
Communication networks of the 5th Generation (FANTASTIC 5G) will develop 
a new multi-service air interface (AI) for use below 6 GHz through a modular 
design. To allow the system to adapt to the anticipated heterogeneity, the 
pursued properties are flexibility, scalability, versatility, efficiency and future-
proofness. To achieve these goals, FANTASTIC 5G will develop the technical 
AI components (e.g., flexible waveform and frame design, scalable multiple 
access procedures, adaptive retransmission schemes, enhanced multi-
antenna schemes with/without cooperation, advanced multi-user detection, 
interference coordination, support for ultra-dense cell layouts, multicell radio 
resource management, device-to-device) and integrate them into an overall AI 
framework where adaptation to the above described sources of heterogeneity 
will be accomplished. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/fantastic-5g/  

Flex5Gware The overall objective of Flexible and efficient hardware/software platforms for 

5G network elements and devices (Flex5Gware) is to deliver highly 

reconfigurable hardware (HW) platforms together with HW-agnostic software 

(SW) platforms. These HW and SW platforms will target both network 

elements and devices and take into account increased capacity, reduced 

energy footprint, scalability and modularity, all to enable a smooth transition 

from 4G to 5G. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/flex5gware/  

METIS II The key objectives of Mobile and wireless communications Enablers for 

Twenty-twenty (2020) Information Society-II (METIS-II) are to develop the 

overall 5G RAN design and to provide the technical enablers needed for an 

efficient integration and use of the various 5G technologies and components 

currently developed. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/metis-ii/  

mmMAGIC The Millimetre-Wave Based Mobile Radio Access Network for Fifth Generation 

Integrated Communications (mmMAGIC) project will develop and design new 

concepts for mobile radio access technology (RAT) for mm-wave band 

deployment. This is envisaged as a key component in the 5G multi-RAT 

ecosystem and will be used as a foundation for global standardization. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/mmmagic/  

SELFNET SELF-organized network management in virtualized and software defined 
NETworks (SELFNET) will design and implement an autonomic network 
management framework to achieve self-organizing capabilities in managing 
network infrastructures. Those will be achieved by automatically detecting and 
mitigating a range of common network problems that are currently still being 
manually addressed by network operators, thereby significantly reducing 
operational costs and improving user experience. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/selfnet/  

https://5g-ppp.eu/fantastic-5g/
https://5g-ppp.eu/flex5gware/
https://5g-ppp.eu/metis-ii/
https://5g-ppp.eu/mmmagic/
https://5g-ppp.eu/selfnet/
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Research Project Objectives 

SESAME Small cEllS coordinAtion for Multi-tenancy and Edge services (SESAME) 

targets innovations around three central elements in 5G: 

 The placement of network intelligence and applications in the network 
edge through Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) and Edge Cloud 
Computing. 

 The substantial evolution of the small cell concept, already 
mainstream in 4G but expected to deliver its full potential in the 
challenging high density 5G scenarios. 

 The consolidation of multi-tenancy in communications infrastructures, 
allowing several operators/service providers to engage in new sharing 
models of both access capacity and edge computing capabilities. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/sesame/  

SPEED 5G The objective of Quality of Service Provision and capacity Expansion through 
Extended-DSA for 5G (SPEED 5G) is to research and develop technologies 
that address the well-known challenges of predicted growth in mobile 
connections and traffic volume. SPEED-5G will investigate indoor and 
indoor/outdoor scenarios where capacity demands are the highest, but also 
where the eDSA will be the most effective at exploiting co-operation across 
technologies and bands. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/speed-5g/  

Superfluidity Superfluidity is “a state in which matter behaves like a fluid with zero viscosity.” 
This project focuses on a super-fluid, cloud-native, converged edge system to 
achieve superfluidity in the network: the ability to instantiate services on-the-
fly, run them anywhere in the network (core, aggregation, edge) and shift them 
transparently to different locations. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/superfluidity/  

5GEx The goal of the 5G Exchange (5GEx) project is to enable cross-domain 
orchestration of services over multiple administrations or over multi-domain 
single administrations. This will allow end-to-end network and service 
elements to mix in multi-vendor, heterogeneous technology and resource 
environments. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/5gex/  

SONATA For service development, Service Programming and Orchestration for 
Virtualized Software Networks (SONATA) provides service patterns and 
description techniques for composed services. A customized SDK is 
developed to boost the efficiency of developers of network functions and 
composed services by integrating catalogue access, editing, debugging and 
monitoring analysis tools with service packaging for shipment to an operator. 

For deployment, SONATA provides a novel service platform to manage 
service execution. The platform complements the SDK with functionality to 
validate service packages. 

By combining rapid development and deployment in an open and flexible 
manner, SONATA is realizing an extended DevOps model for network 
stakeholders. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/sonata/  

https://5g-ppp.eu/sesame/
https://5g-ppp.eu/speed-5g/
https://5g-ppp.eu/superfluidity/
https://5g-ppp.eu/5gex/
https://5g-ppp.eu/sonata/
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Research Project Objectives 

VirtuWind Virtual and programmable industrial network prototype deployed in operational 
Wind park (VirtuWind) will develop and demonstrate SDN and NFV 
ecosystems based on open, modular and secure framework. It will showcase 
a prototype for intra-domain and inter-domain scenarios in real wind parks as 
a representative use case of industrial networks, and validate the economic 
viability of the demonstrated solution. 

https://5g-ppp.eu/virtuwind/  

5G-PPP is currently accepting proposals during its Call-2, which runs from May 10, 2016, through Nov. 8, 

2016. There are also related 5G joint calls for proposals from Europe-Japan (EUJ-01-2016) and Europe-

South Korea (EUK-01-2016). Additional information about the 5G-PPP and the joint EU-Japan and EU-

South Korea projects can be found 

at:http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2016_2017/main/h2020-wp1617-leit-

ict_en.pdf  

5G Infrastructure Association – Public Private Partnership (Europe) signed a multilateral MoU to collaborate 

with 5GMF (Japan), the 5G Forum (Republic of Korea), 5G Americas (Americas) and IMT-2020 Promotion 

Group (China) on a bi-annual Global 5G Event.13. 

3.2.3 CELTIC PLUS 

In 1985, several European countries formed EUREKA (http://www.eurekanetwork.org/) to support market-

oriented R&D and innovation projects by industry, research centers and universities across all technology 

sectors. It is composed of 41 member states, including the European Union represented by the European 

Commission and three associated states: Canada, South Africa and South Korea. 

EUREKA has created project areas known as “Clusters,” which are long-term industrial organizations 

focusing on specific industry sectors. The Telecommunication and ICT Cluster is known as Celtic-Plus14.   

Celtic Plus is an industry-driven European research initiative to define, perform and finance through public 

and private funding common research projects in the area of telecommunications, new media, future 

Internet, and applications and services focusing on a new "Smart Connected World" paradigm. 

Celtic-Plus has funded more than a hundred research projects since 2003. It has many projects currently 

running, along with others being set up. Many Celtic-Plus projects are related to 5G and include projects 

involving NFV, IoT, cloud networks, secure networking, spectrum efficiency and coexistence. 

3.2.4 OTHER EUROPEAN RESEARCH AREAS 

The European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT) is a knowledge and innovation community. EIT 

ICT Labs’ mission15 is to drive European leadership in ICT innovation for economic growth and quality of 

life. 

                                                      
13 http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-

south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/  
14 http://www.celtic-initiative.org/  
15 https://www.eitictlabs.eu/about-us/  

https://5g-ppp.eu/virtuwind/
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2016_2017/main/h2020-wp1617-leit-ict_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2016_2017/main/h2020-wp1617-leit-ict_en.pdf
http://www.eurekanetwork.org/
http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/
http://www.4gamericas.org/en/newsroom/press-releases/leading-5g-visionary-organizations-europe-usa-japan-south-korea-and-china-sign-multi-lateral-memorandum-understanding-global-5g/
http://www.celtic-initiative.org/
https://www.eitictlabs.eu/about-us/
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Many countries in Europe also fund independent technical research, along with research from European 

universities. Some of the other European 5G-related research projects are highlighted in the following table, 

with additional information available in Appendix B:  Additional Information on 5G-Related Research 

Projects. 

Table 2. Other European 5G-Related Activities. 

Research Project Definition 

5GrEEn An EIT project, 5GrEEn is focused on designing an environmentally friendly 
5G mobile network for a “connected society.” 

https://www.eitictlabs.eu/news-events/news/article/toward-green-5g-mobile-
networks-5green-new-project-launched/#allView  

University of Edinburgh The University of Edinburgh has partnered with National Instruments to 

develop a test bed to dramatically improve indoor wireless communications 

capacity. 

University of Surrey 5G 

Innovation Centre (5GIC) 

5GIC is a 5G Innovation Centre for U.K. telecommunication research, 

development, innovation and the provision of broadband mobile internet 

services. 5GIC research topics include: 

• Lowering network costs. 

• Anticipating user data needs to pre-allocate resources. 

• Dense small cells. 

• Device-to-device communication. 

• Spectrum sensing (for unlicensed spectrum). 

http://www.surrey.ac.uk/5gic/  

3.3 5G-RELATED ACTIVITIES IN THE AMERICAS 

Much of the 5G activity in the Americas has been taking place in various universities. These research 

activities are often joint activities with private industry, funded through government grants, or a combination 

of the two. The following table highlights many of these activities, with additional information available in 

Appendix B:  Additional Information on 5G-Related Research Projects. This is not an exhaustive list.  

Although there are many projects listed in the following table, these activities are not as concerted as in 

Europe or Asia. 

Table 3. 5G-Related Activities in the Americas. 

Research Project Definition 

Berkeley SWARM Lab SWARM Lab is a research program at UC Berkeley that focuses on a third 

layer of information acquisition, in addition to synchrony to the cloud and its 

all-present mobile devices, enabled by even more pervasive wireless 

networking and the introduction of novel ultra-low-power technologies.  

https://swarmlab.eecs.berkeley.edu/letter-executive-director#overlay-

context=node/5/panel_content  

https://www.eitictlabs.eu/news-events/news/article/toward-green-5g-mobile-networks-5green-new-project-launched/#allView
https://www.eitictlabs.eu/news-events/news/article/toward-green-5g-mobile-networks-5green-new-project-launched/#allView
http://www.surrey.ac.uk/5gic/
https://swarmlab.eecs.berkeley.edu/letter-executive-director#overlay-context=node/5/panel_content
https://swarmlab.eecs.berkeley.edu/letter-executive-director#overlay-context=node/5/panel_content
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Research Project Definition 

BWRC Berkeley Wireless Research Center (BWRC) is focused on exploring leading 

edge innovations in future generations of wireless communication systems. 

BWRC has focused areas of research in radio frequency (RF) and millimeter 

wave technologies, advanced spectrum utilization, energy-efficient systems 

and other integrated wireless systems and applications.   

http://bwrc.eecs.berkeley.edu/ 

BWAC The Broadband Wireless Access & Applications Center (BWAC) is a multi-

university consortium led by the University of Arizona. Its research topics 

include: 

• Opportunistic spectrum access and allocation technologies. 

• Millimeter wave wireless. 

• Wireless cybersecurity. 

• Cognitive sensor networks of heterogeneous devices. 

• Image and video compression technologies. 

• IC and low-power design for broadband access/applications 

https://bwac.arizona.edu/  

CWSA at Purdue 

University 

The Center for Wireless Systems and Applications’ (CWSA) goal is to foster 

collaboration to create faster, higher-quality wireless applications and 

infrastructure. The center has focused its resources on the following six major 

thrust areas:  

 Devices and materials.  

 Low power electronics.  

 Communications.  

 Networking.  

 Multimedia traffic.  

 Security. 

http://cwsaweb.ecn.purdue.edu/ 

ChoiceNet Project Funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) Future Internet 

Architectures (FIA) Program, ChoiceNet aims to develop a new architectural 

design for the Internet of the near future to enable sustained innovation in the 

core of the network, using economic principles. The core idea of this new 

network architecture is to support choice as the central aspect of the 

architecture. A network built on these principles will be able to adapt to 

emerging solutions for current and future challenges. 

https://code.renci.org/gf/project/choicenet/ 

Clean Slate Project at 

Stanford University for 

research on Software-

Defined Networking (SDN)  

Clean Slate was an SDN research project at Stanford University and had the 

mission of reinventing the Internet.  The results of this research project 

included OpenFlow, Software Defined Networking, and the Programmable 

Open Mobile Internet (POMI 2020). 

http://bwrc.eecs.berkeley.edu/
https://bwac.arizona.edu/
http://cwsaweb.ecn.purdue.edu/
https://code.renci.org/gf/project/choicenet/
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Research Project Definition 

XIA Project An NSF FIA Program funded project, eXpressive Internet Architecture (XIA) 

addresses the growing diversity of network use models, the need for 

trustworthy communication and the growing set of stakeholders who 

coordinate their activities to provide Internet services. XIA addresses these 

needs by exploring the technical challenges in creating a single network that 

offers inherent support for communication between current communicating 

principals including hosts, content and services while accommodating 

unknown future entities. 

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~xia/  

ISRA Intel Strategic Research Alliance’s (ISRA) objective is to improve the wireless 

user experience in the context of a growing data demand, newer and richer 

applications and increasing numbers of connected devices. Research topics 

include enabling new spectrum, improving spectral efficiency and spectral 

reuse, intelligent use of multiple radio access technologies and use of context 

awareness to improve quality of service and wireless device power efficiency. 

Joint University of Texas 

Austin and Stanford 

Research on 5G Wireless 

The NSF funded a joint project by University of Texas Austin and Stanford to 

promote new architectures for dense access infrastructure. The research 

proposes a paradigm shift in which mobiles are connected to a large number 

of infrastructure nodes, as opposed to the current situation in which one sector 

serves multiple mobiles. 

MobilityFirst Project The Internet was designed to support communications between fixed end-

points. The MobilityFirst project, funded by the NSF FIA Program, takes a 

different approach and proposes architecture centered on mobility as the norm 

rather than the exception.  

http://mobilityfirst.winlab.rutgers.edu/  

NDN Project Funded by the NSF FIA Program, the Named Data Networking (NDN) 

architecture moves the communication paradigm from today's focus on 

"where" (e.g., addresses, servers and hosts) to "what" (e.g., the content that 

users and applications care about). By naming data instead of their locations 

(IP addresses), NDN transforms data into first-class entities. 

http://named-data.net  

NEBULA Project An NSF FIA Program funded project, NEBULA is an architecture (nebula is 

Latin for cloud) in which cloud computing data centers are the primary 

repositories of data and the primary locus of computation. The project focuses 

on developing new trustworthy data, control and core networking approaches 

to support the emerging cloud computing model of always-available network 

services. 

http://nebula-fia.org  

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~xia/
http://mobilityfirst.winlab.rutgers.edu/
http://named-data.net/
http://nebula-fia.org/
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Research Project Definition 

NSF CIF The Communications & Information Foundation (CIF) program supports 

potentially transformative research that addresses the theoretical 

underpinnings of current and future enabling technologies for information 

acquisition, transmission and processing in communications and information 

processing systems. Research outcomes are expected to lead to more secure 

and reliable communications and advanced mathematical capabilities that are 

applicable throughout science and engineering.  

http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503300&org=CISE  

NSF CNS Part of the Computer & Network Systems (CNS) is the Networking Technology 

and Systems (NeTS) program, which supports transformative research on 

fundamental scientific and technological advances leading to the development 

of future-generation, high-performance networks and future Internet 

architectures. The program’s scope includes enterprise, core and optical 

networks; peer-to-peer and application-level networks; wireless, mobile and 

cellular networks; networks for physical infrastructures and sensor networks. 

The program also seeks innovative networking research proposals within 

application domains such as smart grids, compute grids, clouds and data 

centers. 

http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503307&org=CISE  

NSF Extreme 

Densification of Wireless 

Networks 

In September 2013, UT Austin and Stanford faculty members were awarded 

an NSF grant for research in 5G wireless networks using network densification, 

where a multitude of base stations and access points with overlapping wireless 

footprints and disparate capabilities pervade the physical domain. The main 

objective is to re-evaluate the manner in which wireless networks are 

engineered and spectrum usage is managed so as to exploit dense access 

infrastructure. 

http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1343383&HistoricalA

wards=false   

NSF FIA Program The objective of the FIA program is to engage the research community in 

collaborative, long-range, transformative thinking unfettered by the constraints 

of today’s networks. This freedom enables them to design and experiment with 

new network architectures and networking concepts that take into 

consideration the larger social, economic and legal issues that arise from the 

interplay between the Internet and society. The FIA program has funded the 

following five projects also described in this table: 

 Named Data Network (NDN). 

 MobilityFirst. 

 Nebula. 

 Expressive Internet Architecture (XIA). 

 ChoiceNet. 

http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503300&org=CISE
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503307&org=CISE
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1343383&HistoricalAwards=false
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1343383&HistoricalAwards=false
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Research Project Definition 

NSF Grant for Evaluation 

of 60 GHz Band 

Communications 

In October 2013, the NSF awarded $250,000 to New York University and 

another $250K to Auburn University to study propagation and channel 

characteristics at 60 GHz. The project is intended to develop techniques to use 

spectrum in the 60 GHz band for wireless data. In September 2013, the NSF 

awarded $275,000 to New York University to study millimeter wave picocells.  

Polytechnic Institute of 

New York University 

(NYU-Poly) Program 

This program is developing advanced technologies towards 5G, concentrating 

on developing smart and more cost-effective wireless infrastructure utilizing 

advances such as small, light antennas with directional beamforming capable 

of bouncing signals off buildings using millimeter wave spectrum. Also targeted 

is the development of smaller, smarter cells with devices that cooperate for 

spectrum bandwidth rather than compete for it. 

http://engineering.nyu.edu/  

Qualcomm Institute The Qualcomm Institute (QI) is a multidisciplinary research institute at the 
University of California at San Diego focused on accelerating innovation and 
shortening the time to product development and commercialization. Specific 
5G-related research areas include very wideband wireless data delivery, 
advanced coding and MIMO systems, reducing the power consumption of 
radio systems, mixed signal circuits and coping with the nonlinearity of radio 
components and the heterogeneity of radio capabilities.  

http://qi.ucsd.edu/  

UCSD Center for Wireless 

Communications 

The Center for Wireless Communications was established at the University of 

California San Diego School of Engineering in February 1995. The center 

pursues a cross-disciplinary program of research including on low-power 

circuitry, smart antennas, communication theory, communication networks, 

and multimedia applications. Research topics include tunable RF and 

millimeter wave.  

http://cwc.ucsd.edu/research/focusareas.php  

Wireless@MIT Center The focus of this program is on spectrum and connectivity, mobile applications, 

security and privacy and low power systems. Telefonica specifically calls out 

its joint work with Wireless@MIT as “5G and Beyond.”16 

http://wireless.csail.mit.edu  

Wireless @ Virginia Tech Wireless @ Virginia Tech is composed of the following six research thrust 

areas: 

 Cognitive radio networks. 

 Digital signal processing. 

 Social networks. 

 Autonomous sensor communication. 

 Antennas. 

 Very large scale integration. 

http://wireless.vt.edu  

                                                      
16 http://blog.digital.telefonica.com/2012/10/12/wireless-mit-centre/  

http://engineering.nyu.edu/
http://qi.ucsd.edu/
http://cwc.ucsd.edu/research/focusareas.php
http://wireless.csail.mit.edu/
http://wireless.vt.edu/
http://blog.digital.telefonica.com/2012/10/12/wireless-mit-centre/
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4. 5G-RELATED STANDARDS AND INDUSTRY FORA LANDSCAPE 

This section provides a landscape of the 5G-related activities in standards bodies and industry fora, listed 

in alphabetical order. 

4.1 3GPP ACTIVITIES 

Work on 5G in 3GPP started in 2015 and is progressing at a steady pace. Below is a snapshot of status of 

ongoing activities in various 3GPP working groups. 

Since early 2015, the 3GPP Services and Requirements Working Group has been working on the study 

phase for 5G service requirements, known as SMARTER work. This stage 1 study work, which is part of 

3GPP Release 14, is well underway with the high-level technical report that proposes overall high-level 5G 

service requirements and is to be finalized in June 2016.  

There are also four detailed TRs (known as Building Block TRs) that provide more detailed proposed 

service requirements for the following four areas: massive IoT, critical communications, enhanced mobile 

broadband and network operation (Figure 1). These Building Block TRs are expected to be stable by June 

2016 and will then be used as input to the group’s Release 15 work on 5G: i.e., development of the 

normative service requirements for 5G. These will be the standardized service requirements for 3GPP’s 

Phase 1 of 5G. These requirements are targeted for completion June 2017.  

Figure 1. 3GPP SMARTER Service Dimensions 

 

The 3GPP System Architecture Working Group approved a 5G study titled “Study on Architecture for Next 

Generation System” in fourth quarter 2015 as part of Release 14, and work on it has quickly ramped up. 

The scope of the study includes: 
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 Designing a system architecture for the next-generation mobile networks. 

 Supporting at least the new RAT(s), the evolved LTE, non-3GPP access and minimize access 

dependencies.  

 Considering an evolution of the current architecture or a “clean slate” approach. 

 Considering scenarios of migration to the new architecture. 

As a first step, the study investigated high-level architectural requirements and is defining terminology to 

be used as common language for architecture discussions. Key technical areas of work are being 

progressed for defining a high-level system architecture that has the collection of required capabilities. The 

expectation is that enough agreements will be reached in the Release 14 timeframe to start normative work 

on a baseline 5G system in Release 15.  

The 3GPP Security Working Group recently approved study on security aspects for the next generation 

system that is targeted for completion by December 2016. The objective is to study preliminary threats, 

requirements and solutions for the security of next generation mobile networks. The expected work will 

include: 

 Collection, analysis and further investigation of potential security threats and requirements for the 

next generation systems, based on the work of 3GPP Working Groups.  

 Investigation of the security architecture and access security in co-operation with SA2, RAN2 and 

RAN3.  

In September 2015, RAN Working Group 1 began a study on a channel model for frequency spectrum 

above 6 GHz that is scheduled for completion in June 2016. Accordingly, after a workshop in September 

2015 and preliminary discussions early in 2016, in March the RAN TSG initiated a study on New Radio 

Access Technology (NR). The study aims to develop a new radio access technology to meet a broad range 

of use cases, including the service requirements of the first three areas previously identified.  The NR will 

consider frequency ranges up to 100 GHz and some of the objectives of the study are: 

 Target a single technical framework addressing all usage scenarios, requirements and deployment 

scenarios. 

 The new RAT shall be inherently forward compatible 

 High priority on gaining a common understanding on what is required in terms of radio protocol 

structure and architecture: 

o A fundamental physical layer signal structure, frame structure(s), channel coding 

scheme(s), with a waveform based on OFDM, with potential support of non-orthogonal 

waveform and multiple access, and other waveforms if they demonstrate justifiable gain 

o Study feasibility of different options of splitting the architecture 

o Study and outline the RAN-CN interface and functional split 

 Study and identify the basic structure and operation of realization of RAN networks functions (NFs) 

and to what extent it is feasible to standardize RAN NFs and interfaces 
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 Study and identify specification impacts of enabling the realization of network slicing 

 Study and identify the technical features necessary to enable the NR to meet above objectives, 

including tight interworking between NR and LTE, interworking with non-3GPP systems, operation 

in licensed bands (paired and unpaired), licensed assisted operations in unlicensed bands and 

multiplexing of traffic for different services and use cases on the same contiguous block of spectrum 

 Provide performance evaluation of the technologies identified, identify relevant RF parameters 

used to be used for sharing and co-existence studies and identify technical solutions that enable 

support for wireless relay 

Also in March 2016, the RAN TSG agreed on an initial draft set of scenarios and requirements that is 

captured in a draft TR. Additionally, each RAN WG has begun outlining skeleton TRs where the results of 

the study for each RAN WG will be documented. 

Work has now moved into the RAN WGs, where initial contributions and discussions took place during the 

week of April 11-15, 2016. The study phase is targeted for completion by June 2017.   

Currently 3GPP TSG SA and RAN have agreed on the following release dates associated with SMARTER 

and NR: 

Table 4. 3GPP Planned Release Timing for 5G Related Studies & Technical Specifications17  

Rel-14 (initial studies on “5G”)  Stage 1: freeze date March 2016 
Stage 2: Target date September 2016 
Stage 3: Target date March 2017 

Rel-15 (aka "5G phase 1"): Stage 1 freeze: June 2017 
Stage 2 freeze: December 2017 
Stage 3 freeze: June 2018 
ASN-1 freeze: Sept 2018 

Rel-16 (aka "5G phase 2"): Stage 1 freeze: December 2018 
Stage 2 freeze: June 2019 
Stage 3 freeze: December 2019 
ASN-1 freeze: Mar 2020 
Basis for the submission to ITU-R 

 

4.2 5G AMERICAS ACTIVITIES 

5G Americas stepped into the arena early in the pre-standardization work for 5G as the voice of 5G and 

LTE for the Americas region. 5G Americas has been very active in the development of white papers, 

government regulatory filings and multi-lateral association partnerships related to the definition and 

advancement of 5G activities. The following are some of these white papers and partnerships: 

 In June 2014, the white paper “4G Americas’ Summary of Global 5G Initiatives” was published.18 

In February 2016, 5G Americas started a technical work group project to provide an update of the 

paper. This updated white paper provides an overall summary of the 5G initiatives landscape 

                                                      
17 Source document 3GPP/PCG#36(16)25 April 2016. 
18http://www.4gamericas.org/files/2114/0622/1680/2014_4GA_Summary_of_Global_5G_Initiatives__FINAL.pdf  

http://www.4gamericas.org/files/2114/0622/1680/2014_4GA_Summary_of_Global_5G_Initiatives__FINAL.pdf
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including descriptions of the current initiatives, status and progress of the various programs. This 

2016 white paper is the output of the technical work group. 

 In June 2015, the white paper “Mobile Broadband Evolution Towards 5G: Rel-12 & Rel-13 and 

Beyond” was published. 19  It discusses the evolution of 4G systems toward 5G, including 

descriptions of new features and enhancements that will be introduced and the use of LTE as the 

foundation for 5G evolution. 

 In August 2015, the white paper “5G Spectrum Recommendations” was published.20 It discusses 

how 5G spectrum requirements are primarily driven by the combination of expected increases in 

traffic capacity demands and the support for new use cases that will be enabled by the 5G 

ecosystem. The 5G technical requirements to support 5G use cases (e.g., peak data rate greater 

than 10 Gbps, cell edge data rate of 100 Mbps and 1 msec end-to-end latency) could potentially 

be met in a variety of carrier frequencies. These 5G use cases include enhanced mobile broadband 

to deliver applications such as high definition video, supported both in very high density (e.g., 

stadiums) and with ubiquitous coverage. Other 5G use case categories include ultra-reliable 

communications for industry/transport automation, low latency communications applications and 

high/medium data rate service for massive Machine Type Communication (MTC) for various 

applications like e-health, vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), augmented reality and tactile internet. These 

and other use cases will further impact the expected increase in spectrum demand. 

 In October 2015, 5G Americas published the white paper “5G Technology Evolution 

Recommendations,”21 which is an update of a paper published in October 2014. The 2015 paper 

defines 5G from an Americas’ perspective, including the market and technical requirements for the 

Americas in the evolution to 5G mobile broadband. This paper identifies the primary drivers for 5G, 

such as the coexistence of human-centric and machine-type applications, as well as the spectrum 

challenges, and provides a definition of 5G, recognizing that the evolution from 4G to 5G is more 

than increased maximum throughput. The requirements for the evolution from and compatibility 

between 4G LTE and 5G systems are identified, as well as the role of new network architectures, 

spectral efficiency improvements (e.g., advanced receivers, advanced MIMO schemes (Full 

Dimension (FD)-MIMO), dynamic coordination from Baseband Unit (BBU) pooling, Heterogeneous 

Networks (HetNets) and densification (cell splitting)). 

 In addition to liaisons and MoUs with ITU, 3GPP, NGMN, ATIS and the Small Cell Forum, 5G 

Americas entered into a multi-lateral MoU with many of the world’s leading national and regional 

associations for the development of future 5G mobile technology through hosting of a bi-annual 

Global 5G Event. The MoU’s parties include The Fifth Generation Mobile Communications 

Promotion Forum (5GMF) (Japan), 5G Forum (Republic of Korea), IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion 

Group (non-profit organization, China) and The 5G Infrastructure Association - Public Private 

Partnership (5G PPP) (Europe). The first event, attended by more than 500 industry executives, 

was hosted in Beijing on May 31-June 1 by IMT-2020; planning is underway for the second Global 

5G Event in Rome and hosted by 5G PPP in November 2016. 

 

                                                      
19http://www.4gamericas.org/files/6214/3569/1603/4G_Americas_Mobile_Broadband_Evolution_Toward_5G-Rel-12_Rel-

13_June_2015.pdf  
20http://www.4gamericas.org/files/6514/3930/9262/4G_Americas_5G_Spectrum_Recommendations_White_Paper.pdf  
21http://www.4gamericas.org/files/2414/4431/9312/4G_Americas_5G_Technology_Evolution_Recommendations_-
_10.5.15_2.pdf  

http://www.4gamericas.org/files/6214/3569/1603/4G_Americas_Mobile_Broadband_Evolution_Toward_5G-Rel-12_Rel-13_June_2015.pdf
http://www.4gamericas.org/files/6214/3569/1603/4G_Americas_Mobile_Broadband_Evolution_Toward_5G-Rel-12_Rel-13_June_2015.pdf
http://www.4gamericas.org/files/6514/3930/9262/4G_Americas_5G_Spectrum_Recommendations_White_Paper.pdf
http://www.4gamericas.org/files/2414/4431/9312/4G_Americas_5G_Technology_Evolution_Recommendations_-_10.5.15_2.pdf
http://www.4gamericas.org/files/2414/4431/9312/4G_Americas_5G_Technology_Evolution_Recommendations_-_10.5.15_2.pdf
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 5G Americas has hosted several webinars on 5G development, held briefings with leading industry 

analysts, hosted the 5G World North America event and participated at numerous 5G conferences 

throughout the world. 

 

 5G Americas continues to work with government organizations throughout North America and Latin 

America and the Caribbean to establish appropriate policy recommendations for 5G spectrum and 

other requirements. 

These are just a few examples of how 5G Americas is actively involved in developing the requirements for 

and vision of 5G. 

4.3 ATIS ACTIVITIES 

ATIS is taking a leadership role to ensure 5G is positioned to deliver the long-promised convergence of all 

services onto a common framework, with corresponding enhancements to efficiency, security and service 

velocity. By representing North American 5G requirements globally, ATIS will leverage members’ thought 

leadership and the region’s recognized role as the incubator of new business models. 

To realize the North American 5G vision, ATIS is conducting a much-needed industry initiative to define a 

coherent network evolution from 4G/LTE to 5G. North American service providers have invested heavily 

and strategically in 4G/LTE. Rapid growth in the LTE footprint and subscriber numbers are predicted to 

continue for at least several more years. One of ATIS' goals is to enable service providers to leverage their 

existing and planned LTE investments to ensure 5G’s success. 

ATIS is also analyzing 5G from a disruptive perspective and considering potential new architectures to 

identify breakthrough 5G opportunities. Using a use case-driven approach, ATIS will propose how 5G could: 

• Support new business models and create roles for new types of providers. 

• Optimize user experience on current and future devices. 

These use cases will emphasize alternatives that optimize use of unlicensed spectrum in combination with, 

and perhaps in preference to, licensed spectrum. ATIS will also consider on-demand mobility, local offload, 

edge caching and other techniques to improve broadband performance, lower cost and increase capacity 

of 5G mobile broadband networks and services. 

ATIS has released two white papers on 5G: 

• “ATIS—A Critical Force in Shaping 5G to Meet Service Providers’ Market Needs”22  

• “5G Reimagined: A North American Perspective”23   

In addition to these papers, ATIS has been hosting webinars and symposiums on 5G. 

ATIS Wireless Technologies and Systems Committee (WTSC) RAN has been collaborating with ITU-R on 

IMT-2020 efforts. For additional information on IMT-2020, see Section 4.6 ITU Activities. ATIS also supports 

                                                      
22 http://www.atis.org/01_strat_init/5G/ATIS-A-Critical-Force-in-Shaping-5G-to-Meet-Service-Providers-Market-
Needs.pdf  
23 https://access.atis.org/apps/group_public/download.php/27373/ATIS-I-0000050.pdf  

http://www.atis.org/01_strat_init/5G/ATIS-A-Critical-Force-in-Shaping-5G-to-Meet-Service-Providers-Market-Needs.pdf
http://www.atis.org/01_strat_init/5G/ATIS-A-Critical-Force-in-Shaping-5G-to-Meet-Service-Providers-Market-Needs.pdf
https://access.atis.org/apps/group_public/download.php/27373/ATIS-I-0000050.pdf
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and collaborates with 3GPP on 2G, 3G and 4G technologies – see Section 4.1 3GPP Activities for additional 

information on this work. 

ATIS has several groups working on 4G topics which will likely be leveraged in 5G, such as SDN/NFV, 

Energy Efficiency and regional capabilities (Enhanced 911 (E9-1-1), Communications Assistance for Law 

Enforcement Act (CALEA), etc.). 

4.4 GSM ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES 

During Mobile World Congress 2013, GSMA launched an industry effort to think about the future of the 

mobile services industry. It recently shared the outcome of its “Vision 2020” team, which is proposing a 

collaboration agenda based on four pillars and a set of prioritized initiatives24. One of the four pillars is 

“Network 2020,” which intends to “create a network for secure, smart and seamless services” and includes 

5G network requirements as an essential element. 

GSMA has been looking into network evolution by 2020 which will most likely coincide with the initial 5G 

deployment. This work has been done under the “Network 2020 Program,” which is designed to help 

operators address and navigate the complexities of evolving networks to an all-IP solution. The first phase 

of the program focuses on two main areas: delivering the “Green Button Promise” and “Quality-Based 

Interoperability” solutions. 

As part of the GSMA Network 2020 program, GSMA in 2016 published a paper titled “Unlocking Commercial 

Opportunities - From 4G Evolution to 5G.” 25  The paper suggests that a number of key emerging 

technologies in the 4G evolution roadmap, such as NFV, can be enablers for unlocking the 5G commercial 

opportunities earlier than many observers expect. It therefore argues for a continued evolution of 4G 

systems between now and launch of 5G systems to provide support for existing services more efficiently 

and to start creating a market for emerging applications. This strategy would allow operators to capture 

market in key areas of IoT, content related services and mobile broadband. 

4.5 IEEE ACTIVITIES 

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 group has been amending its 

specification to provide higher throughput and accommodate new frequency bands.  Currently, IEEE 802.11 

is working on its 6th generation standard in its High Efficiency Wireless (HEW) Local Area Network (LAN) 

Study Group. In March 2014, this study group’s work was moved into a newly formed task group (802.11ax) 

to commence work on a normative standard. The Project Authorization Request (PAR) indicates a projected 

completion of March 2018. 

The work will be to develop a physical and medium access control (MAC) layer specification for wireless 

connectivity for fixed, portable and moving stations within a local area. The goal is to at least quadruple the 

average throughput (the PAR notes a targeted 5-10x improved throughput) compared to IEEE 802.11ac.  

There will be a greater focus on performance in dense environments operating in the spectrum range of 1-

6 GHz, and like other 802.11 standards, the primary bands will be at 2.4 and 5 GHz. The PAR also indicates 

the HEW amendment “shall enable backward compatibility and coexistence with legacy IEEE 802.11 

devices operating in the same band.” 

                                                      
24 http://www.gsma.com/network2020/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Network-2020-Seminar-25022014.pdf  
25 http://www.gsma.com/network2020/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/704_GSMA_unlocking_comm_opp_report_v5.pdf  

http://www.gsma.com/network2020/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Network-2020-Seminar-25022014.pdf
http://www.gsma.com/network2020/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/704_GSMA_unlocking_comm_opp_report_v5.pdf
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IEEE Communication Society has been holding a series of summits in emerging technology areas (e.g., 

SDN/NFV, 5G, IoT, Big Data and Cybersecurity). In addition, IEEE has started 5G-related projects, 

including the “Tactile Internet: Application Scenarios, Definitions and Terminology, Architecture, Functions, 

and Technical Assumptions,” a standard that will facilitate the rapid realization of the Tactile Internet as a 

5G and beyond application, across a range of different user groups. 

4.6 ITU ACTIVITIES 

ITU-R & Working Party 5D 

ITU continues to work closely with administrations, network operators, equipment manufacturers and 

national and regional standardization organizations to include today’s 5G research and development 

activities in the IMT-2020 global standard for mobile broadband communications. Coordination amongst 

ITU, SDOs and industry organizations at national and regional levels is in place, and information is being 

bi-directionally liaised to provide a unified perspective on the development of the 5G technology at both the 

radio access and core network levels. 

With the finalization of its work on the vision for 5G systems, ITU has now defined the overall goals, process 

and timeline for the development of 5G mobile systems. ITU has also agreed that the work should be 

conducted under the name of IMT-2020, as an extension of the ITU’s existing family of global standards for 

International Mobile Telecommunication systems (IMT-2000 and IMT-Advanced), which serve as the basis 

for all of today’s 3G and 4G mobile systems. 

Working Party 5D has moved forward in its published work plans continuing to focus on the finalization of 

IMT-2020 technical performance requirements, relevant evaluation criteria for IMT-2020 and impacts 

related to current spectrum, recent spectrum decisions stemming from WRC-15 and future spectrum in the 

newly initiated activities for WRC-19. 

Figure 2 illustrates the IMT-2020 roadmap. For additional details, see www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/study-

groups/rsg5/rwp5d/imt-2020/Pages/default.aspx.  

http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/study-groups/rsg5/rwp5d/imt-2020/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/study-groups/rsg5/rwp5d/imt-2020/Pages/default.aspx
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Figure 2. The ITU-R IMT-2020 Planned Timeline 

 

The ITU-R “Vision” Toward 5G 

In 2015, ITU published ITU-R Recommendation M.2083: “IMT Vision – Framework and Overall Objectives 

of the Future Development of IMT for 2020 and Beyond”26 on the vision of the 5G mobile broadband 

connected society and future IMT. This recommendation defines the framework and overall objectives of 

the future development of International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) for 2020 and beyond in light of 

the roles that IMT could play to better serve the future needs of the networked society in both developed 

and developing countries. It includes a broad variety of capabilities associated with envisaged usage 

scenarios. Furthermore, this recommendation addresses the objectives of the future development of IMT 

for 2020 and beyond, which includes further enhancement of existing IMT and the development of IMT-

2020. It should be noted that this recommendation is defined considering the development of IMT to date 

based on Recommendation ITU-R M.1645. 

The ITU-R Vision Recommendation provides insight on envisaged usage scenarios and presents this 

information in three main groupings.  

Usage Scenarios for IMT for 2020 and Beyond  

IMT for 2020 and beyond is envisaged to expand and support diverse usage scenarios and applications 

that will continue beyond the current IMT. Furthermore, a broad variety of capabilities would be tightly 

coupled with these intended different usage scenarios and applications for IMT for 2020 and beyond. The 

usage scenarios for IMT for 2020 and beyond include: 

 Enhanced Mobile Broadband: Mobile broadband addresses the human-centric use cases for 

access to multi-media content, services and data. The demand for mobile broadband will continue 

to increase, leading to enhanced mobile broadband. The enhanced mobile broadband usage 

                                                      
26 http://www.itu.int/rec/R-REC-M.2083-0-201509-I/en  

http://www.itu.int/rec/R-REC-M.2083-0-201509-I/en
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scenario will come with new application areas and requirements, in addition to existing mobile 

broadband applications, for improved performance and an increasingly seamless user experience. 

This usage scenario covers a range of cases, including wide-area coverage and hotspots, which 

have different requirements. Hotspots are areas with high user density, where very high traffic 

capacity is needed but mobility requirements are low and user data rates are higher than in wide 

area environments. For the wide area coverage case, seamless coverage and medium to high 

mobility are desired, with much improved user data rate compared to existing data rates. However, 

the data rate requirement may be lower compared to hotspot environments.  

 Ultra-reliable and low latency communications: This use case has stringent requirements for 

capabilities such as throughput, latency and availability. Some examples include wireless control 

of industrial manufacturing or production processes, remote medical surgery, distribution 

automation in a smart grid and transportation safety. 

 Massive machine-type communications: This use case is characterized by a very large number 

of connected devices typically transmitting a relatively low volume of non-delay-sensitive data. 

Devices are required to be low cost and have a very long battery life, such as five years or longer. 

Additional use cases are expected to emerge that are currently not foreseen. For future IMT, flexibility will 

be necessary to adapt to new use cases that come with a wide range of requirements.  

Future IMT systems will encompass a large number of different features. Depending on the circumstances 

and the different needs in different countries, future IMT systems should be designed in a highly modular 

manner so that not all features have to be implemented in all networks.  

Figure 3 illustrates some examples of envisioned usage scenarios for IMT for 2020 and beyond. 
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Figure 3. Enhanced Mobile Broadband Usage Scenarios27 

 

In particular, two figures from this recommendation capture many of the main perspectives for IMT-2020 

and 5G capabilities with a focus on the RAN. Figure 4 illustrates these perspectives. 

                                                      
27 Recommendation ITU-R M.2083-2 
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Figure 4. 5G Capability Perspectives from the ITU-R IMT-2020 Vision Recommendation 

 

IMT Standards 

The framework of standards for IMT encompassing both IMT-2000 and IMT-Advanced spans the 3G and 

4G industry perspectives, and the framework is being further expanded to incorporate IMT-2020. Hence, 

the mission in both ITU and ITU-R is establishing IMT as the preeminent global means for connecting 

people and devices everywhere and is firmly entrenched in driving the 5G vision to reality. 

WP 5D Work Scope Impacting 5G 

Figure 5 offers a high-level snapshot of the actions completed, underway and planned in Working Party 5D 

towards IMT-2020 in support of 5G. 
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Figure 5. IMT-2020 Standardization Roadmap 

 

Additional Information on IMT-2020 and ITU-R Publications Related to IMT 

For further details on the ITU-R’s individual deliverables and work program for the future IMT, visit the ITU-

R Working Party 5D home page at www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/study-groups/rsg5/rwp5d/Pages/default.aspx, 

which has a dedicated section (IMT-2020) providing relevant information on the background and 

development of IMT-2020 in support of 5G. 

ITU-R published documents for the Radiocommunications Sector may be found on the main ITU home 

page at www.itu.int/en/publications/ITU-R/Pages/default.aspx under ITU Publications: 

Radiocommunication (ITU-R) Publications.  

 

ITU-T FG IMT-2020 

ITU-T Focus Group on IMT-2020 (FG IMT-2020) was created in April 2015 to study how emerging 5G 

technologies will interact in future networks. The final output of the focus group included studies on high-

level network architecture, an end-to-end QoS framework, emerging network technologies, mobile front 

haul and back haul and network softwarization28. The focus group created a report on “standards gaps” in 

                                                      
28 Network Softwarization: Network softwarization is an overall transformation trend for designing, implementing, 
deploying, managing and maintaining network equipment and network components by software programming, 
exploiting characteristics of software such as flexibility and rapidity of design, development and deployment throughout 
the lifecycle of network equipment and components, for  creating conditions that enable the re-design of network and 

http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/study-groups/rsg5/rwp5d/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.itu.int/en/publications/ITU-R/Pages/default.aspx
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the five focus areas. The report can be found at www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/focusgroups/imt-

2020/Documents/T13-SG13-151130-TD-PLEN-0208!!MSW-E.docx  

In December 2015, the focus group received an extension with new terms of reference to engage open-

source communities, influencing and taking advantage of their work by introducing them to the challenges 

that telecoms players must overcome in the development of the 5G ecosystem. One of the specific tasks 

will be to enhance aspects of network softwarization and information-centric networking.   

4.7 NGMN ACTIVITIES 

The vision of the Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) Alliance is to expand the communications 

experience by providing a truly integrated and cohesively managed delivery platform that brings affordable 

mobile broadband services to the end user, with a particular focus on LTE and LTE-Advanced. NGMN has 

had a central role in the definition of operator requirements that contributed significantly to the overall 

success of LTE. LTE has become a true global and mainstream mobile technology and will continue to 

support the customer and market needs. 

NGMN expects customer requirements in the 2020 and beyond timeframe to result in: 

 Accommodation of massive traffic growth and high density demand 

 A wide variety and variability of services consumed 

 New use cases such as machine-type communication (MTC), machine to machine (M2M) and IoT 

 Stringent demands for real-time communications 

While accelerating the development of LTE-Advanced, NGMN is developing end-to-end operator 

requirements to satisfy the needs of customers and markets in 2020 and beyond, to be delivered in a 

sustainable and cost-efficient way, while continuing to provide consistent customer experience. Thus, in 

February 2014, NGMN officially started new 5G activity, which was announced at the NGMN Press 

Conference at MWC.29 Their white paper was published in March 2015. 

The NGMN paper sets challenging technical and other ecosystem requirements for 5G and accelerates the 

adoption of new emerging technology innovations. The paper’s goal is to serve as a guideline for 5G 

definition, architecture and design, taking particularly into account the demand of consumers, enterprises, 

vertical industries and service providers. The paper is key to achieve NGMN’s primary objective to enable 

and support 5G as a global standard. 

Coming from business requirements and use cases, the NGMN operators aim to establish clear 

architectural, functionality and performance targets for network infrastructure and devices, as well as 

fundamental requirements for network deployment and management. The focus of NGMN’s work-program 

comprising the NGMN partners (operators and vendors) and academia is on 5G while further supporting 

the development of LTE-Advanced and its ecosystem. 

                                                      
services architectures; allow optimization of costs and processes; and enable self-management.  For additional 
information see FG IMT-2020: Report on Standards Gap Analysis, TD 208 (PLEN/13) available at 
http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/focusgroups/imt-2020/Pages/default.aspx. 
29 See press release at http://ngmn.org/5g-white-paper/5g-white-paper.html ; the White Paper can be found at 
http://ngmn.org/fileadmin/ngmn/content/downloads/Technical/2015/NGMN_5G_White_Paper_V1_0.pdf.  

http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/focusgroups/imt-2020/Documents/T13-SG13-151130-TD-PLEN-0208!!MSW-E.docx
http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/focusgroups/imt-2020/Documents/T13-SG13-151130-TD-PLEN-0208!!MSW-E.docx
http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/focusgroups/imt-2020/Pages/default.aspx
http://ngmn.org/5g-white-paper/5g-white-paper.html
http://ngmn.org/fileadmin/ngmn/content/downloads/Technical/2015/NGMN_5G_White_Paper_V1_0.pdf
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NGMN continues working on the 5G work-program that will build on and further evolve the NGMN 5G white 

paper guidelines with the intention to support the standardization and subsequent availability of 5G for 2020 

and beyond. 

The NGMN partners agreed on the main 5G NGMN work items: 

• Business Principles: Business models, operator capabilities, vertical industry services 

• Requirements & Architecture: Technical requirements, architecture guidelines, SDO input 

• Spectrum: Spectrum position for WRC-15, 5G spectrum requirements and evaluation 

• IPR: Standard Essential Patent (SEP) declaration and assessment, 5G patent pool 

Key tasks of the project teams are the development of 5G requirements and design principles, the analysis 

of potential 5G solutions, and the assessment of future use-cases and business models. The outcome of 

the work will be shared and discussed with all relevant industry-organizations, SDOs and research groups. 

The key technical project is P1 Requirements & Architecture, which is subdivided into the following Work 

Streams: 

• End-to-End Architecture 

• Network Management & Orchestration 

• 5G Security 

• Work Stream on Requirements for Industry Verticals 

Figure 6 provides a high-level outline of the NGMN 5G initiative. 
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Figure 6. NGMN 5G Initiative Timeline 

 

4.8 TIA ACTIVITIES 

The Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) plans to support the deployment of next generation 

mobile network technologies for 5G. TIA is defining a path forward to 5G with global industry partners, 

academia, consortia, standards development organizations and government bodies.   

In November 2013, TIA hosted Beyond 2020: A Vision of 5G Networks, a workshop that highlighted the 

growing multi-stakeholder interest in pursuing 5G. Sponsored by Samsung, Alcatel-Lucent and InterDigital, 

the workshop brought together forward-looking professionals from industry, academia and consortia to 

discuss 5G. The primary goal was to provide an understanding of what the future of mobile networks will 

look like and discuss the 5G mobile network, including the economic and technical need for 5G and the 

various technologies that will support 5G mobile networks. Speakers and panelists included representatives 

from Samsung, Alcatel-Lucent, InterDigital, Lemko, METIS 2020 (Ericsson), Virginia Tech and TIA. The 

workshop was well attended, with over 100 participants including vendors, operators and government 

agencies (Federal Communications Commission (FCC), Department of Homeland Security and 

Department of Commerce). Additional details regarding the workshop can be found at 

https://www.tiaonline.org/standards/beyond-2020-vision-5g-networks. 

In 2014, TIA hosted several workshops, roundtables and conferences that will seek to guide the industry 

towards a vision of what next generation mobile networks will entail. TIA’s 5G Roundtable addressed the 

current problems facing carriers and service providers in an effort to provide further guidance to 

researchers, ICT equipment providers and various global consortia about what the 5G network should look 

like and the problems it should solve. In June 2014, TIA’s annual The Network of the Future conference 

covered a number of critical issues related to 5G, including spectrum, SDN/NFV and IoT. For more details 

about TIA’s plans, visit https://www.tiaonline.org/path-5g-networks-tia. 

4.9 FCC TAC ACTIVITIES 

The FCC Technological Advisory Council (TAC) established a working group on “Future Game Changing 

Technologies” to identify the technical challenges in developing 5G, develop ways to ensure rapid U.S. 

deployment and examine potential new business models and service regimes that future programmable 

networks could enable. In 2016, the work group will also address the adoption of dynamic, virtualized 

https://www.tiaonline.org/standards/beyond-2020-vision-5g-networks
https://www.tiaonline.org/path-5g-networks-tia
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networks and the implications for current FCC rules and policies, address how the FCC can better anticipate 

rapid changes in technology and an approach to rules and policies that has the best outcome for the nation. 

Finally, the work group will continue its efforts to identify key new and emerging technologies. 

The TAC has identified 5G areas of advancement and challenge to analyze: 

• Densification (small cells and siting) 

• Spectral efficiency and coverage (smart antennas, cognitive radio) 

• Automation and optimization 

• Millimeter waves at frequencies above 24GHz (technology and best uses) 

• Cloud infrastructure and NFV 

In addition, the TAC Cybersecurity working group has been asked to utilize what the Cyber WG has learned 

about IoT and programmable networks security, and any other related topics. This information will enable 

it to recommend to the FCC the strategy, procedures and steps necessary to help incorporate the concept 

of “security by design” into the very fabric of 5G, its design specifications and consequently 5G’s complex 

multi-product line ecosystem. 

5.  GLOBAL OPERATOR 5G TRIALS 

Since 2014, operators and their industry partners have been engaged in 5G technology trials. The goal 

has generally been to verify different aspects of 5G technology in the lab and field. Since 5G is still in 

the development stage, most trials have focused on aspects that are generally anticipated to be among 

5G components, multi-gigabit throughput, beamforming and above 6 GHz frequency bands. Earlier trials 

seemed to have been driven by Korean and Japanese operators in preparation for showcasing 5G 

respectively in the 2018 Winter Olympics, and the 2020 Summer Olympics. More announcements 

started to appear in 2015, with a large number in early 2016 around the Mobile World Congress 

timeframe. Some examples: 

América Móvil 

 Ericsson is working with América Móvil to bring the first 5G test system to Brazil in 2016: 

http://www.fiercewireless.com/tech/story/ericsson-am-rica-m-vil-deliver-5g-test-system-

brazil/2015-10-22  

AT&T 

 AT&T Unveils 5G Roadmap Including Trials in 2016 in collaboration with Ericsson: 

http://about.att.com/story/unveils_5g_roadmap_including_trials.html  

Deutsche Telekom 

 Deutsche Telekom and Kumu Networks conducted a field trial of self-interference cancellation 
(SIC) technology to test the use of SIC, a potential 5G technology, to provide in-band full duplex 
communication (September 2015): https://www.telekom.com/media/company/288612  

http://www.fiercewireless.com/tech/story/ericsson-am-rica-m-vil-deliver-5g-test-system-brazil/2015-10-22
http://www.fiercewireless.com/tech/story/ericsson-am-rica-m-vil-deliver-5g-test-system-brazil/2015-10-22
http://about.att.com/story/unveils_5g_roadmap_including_trials.html
https://www.telekom.com/media/company/288612
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Hutchison Drei Austria 

• ZTE signed a memorandum of understanding with Hutchison Drei Austria to deploy what it’s 
calling the first “pre-5G” trial site in Europe: 
http://wwwen.zte.com.cn/en/press_center/news/201602/t20160223_448568.html  

MegaFon 

• Huawei and Russian network operator MegaFon teamed up to develop a 5G network that will be 
available to guests at the 2018 World Cup (November 2014): 
http://www.huawei.com/ilink/en/about-huawei/newsroom/press-release/HW_397407  

Mobile TeleSystems 

 Mobile TeleSystems and Ericsson announced a partnership to conduct network trials in 
preparation for launch of a 5G trial zone during the 2018 Football World Cup in Russia 
(December 2015): http://www.ericsson.com/news/1975090  

NTT DoCoMo 

 NTT DoCoMo announced plans for 5G experimental trials with Alcatel-Lucent, Ericsson, 
Fujitsu, NEC, Nokia and Samsung, to confirm the potential of 5G mobile technologies at 
frequency bands above 6GHz (2014): 
https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/media_center/pr/2014/0508_00.html and 
https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/media_center/pr/2015/1126_00.html  
 

• NTT DOCOMO announced that it has entered into individual collaborations with five additional 
vendors including Intel, Keysight, Panasonic, Qualcomm Technologies, and Rohde & 
Schwarz, with respect to trials and technological development of 5G mobile communications 
(2015): https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/media_center/pr/2015/0722_00.html  

 Huawei conducted a joint field trial of 5G new radio access technologies with NTT DoCoMo 
(October 2015): 
http://www.huawei.com/en/news/2015/09/Huawei%20and%20DOCOMO%20Collaboration  
 

 NTT DOCOMO conducted a trial with Nokia at the Roppongi Hills high-rise complex in Tokyo on 
October 13 achieved ultra-high-speed data transmission in excess of 2Gbps (November 2015): 
https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/media_center/pr/2015/1126_00.html  

Singtel 

 Singtel and Ericsson will be testing how 5G wireless networks can be used, for example, in 
Singapore’s various smart nation projects (January 2015): http://www1.singtel.com/about-
us/news-releases/singtel-explores-future-5g.html  

SK Telecom 

 SK Telecom (SKT) in partnership with Samsung Electronics, has successfully tested its 5G 
system at 28GHz in an outdoor environment: 
http://www.sktelecom.com/en/press/detail.do?idx=1161  

http://wwwen.zte.com.cn/en/press_center/news/201602/t20160223_448568.html
http://www.huawei.com/ilink/en/about-huawei/newsroom/press-release/HW_397407
http://www.ericsson.com/news/1975090
https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/media_center/pr/2014/0508_00.html
https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/media_center/pr/2015/1126_00.html
https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/media_center/pr/2015/0722_00.html
http://www.huawei.com/en/news/2015/09/Huawei%20and%20DOCOMO%20Collaboration
https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/media_center/pr/2015/1126_00.html
http://www1.singtel.com/about-us/news-releases/singtel-explores-future-5g.html
http://www1.singtel.com/about-us/news-releases/singtel-explores-future-5g.html
http://www.sktelecom.com/en/press/detail.do?idx=1161
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SoftBank 

 Ericsson and SoftBank will evaluate the performance of potential 5G key technology components 
in joint field trials, as well as collaborate on 5G research projects (July 2015): 
http://www.ericsson.com/news/1939243 

Sprint 

 Sprint will leverage the COPA America soccer tournament in June to demonstrate 5G capabilities 

with the help of Nokia and Ericsson (May 2016): http://www.fiercewireless.com/tech/story/sprint-

gets-5g-two-copa-america-stadium-trials-planned/2016-05-05  

T-Mobile 

 T-Mobile 5G plans include trials work this year with Nokia and Ericsson, with an expected post-
2020 commercial launch: http://www.rcrwireless.com/20160223/carriers/t-mobile-5g-plans-begin-
to-take-shape-not-as-bullish-on-timing-as-verizon-and-att-tag2 

Telefónica 

 Ericsson and Telefónica will collaborate on 5G research, working together to create new 

technologies, products and services: http://www.mobileeurope.co.uk/press-wire/ericsson-

telefonica-to-work-on-5g  

Telstra 

 Telstra and Ericsson are collaborating in preparation for a 5G trial network during the 2018 
Commonwealth Games in Queensland: http://www.ericsson.com/news/1898407  

Verizon 

 Verizon announced plans to roll out field trials of its 5G wireless technology by next year. 
Company will partner with technology leaders to create innovation ecosystems in two Verizon 
innovation centers (September 2015). The companies collaborating with Verizon include Alcatel-
Lucent, Cisco, Ericsson, Nokia, Qualcomm and Samsung: 

http://www.verizon.com/about/news/verizon-sets-roadmap-5g-technology-us-field-trials-

start-2016  

Vodafone Group 

• Vodafone Group partners with technology companies to plan a path to 5G, including Huawei, 

Nokia, Ericsson, Intel and Qualcomm: http://www.vodafone.com/content/index/what/technology-

blog/vodafone-group-partners-technology-companies.html  

  

http://www.ericsson.com/news/1939243
http://www.fiercewireless.com/tech/story/sprint-gets-5g-two-copa-america-stadium-trials-planned/2016-05-05
http://www.fiercewireless.com/tech/story/sprint-gets-5g-two-copa-america-stadium-trials-planned/2016-05-05
http://www.rcrwireless.com/20160223/carriers/t-mobile-5g-plans-begin-to-take-shape-not-as-bullish-on-timing-as-verizon-and-att-tag2
http://www.rcrwireless.com/20160223/carriers/t-mobile-5g-plans-begin-to-take-shape-not-as-bullish-on-timing-as-verizon-and-att-tag2
http://www.mobileeurope.co.uk/press-wire/ericsson-telefonica-to-work-on-5g
http://www.mobileeurope.co.uk/press-wire/ericsson-telefonica-to-work-on-5g
http://www.ericsson.com/news/1898407
http://www.verizon.com/about/news/verizon-sets-roadmap-5g-technology-us-field-trials-start-2016
http://www.verizon.com/about/news/verizon-sets-roadmap-5g-technology-us-field-trials-start-2016
http://www.vodafone.com/content/index/what/technology-blog/vodafone-group-partners-technology-companies.html
http://www.vodafone.com/content/index/what/technology-blog/vodafone-group-partners-technology-companies.html
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6.  5G SPECTRUM ASPECTS 

The World Radio Conference 2015 (WRC-15) was hosted in Geneva in November. The agenda included 

approval of spectrum for mobility in the bands below 6 GHz as well as identifying bands above 6 GHz for 

IMT use. The WRC-15 concluded that the spectrum bands 24.25-27.5 GHz, 31.8-33.4 GHz, 37-40.5 GHz, 

40.5-43.5 GHz, 45.5-50.2 GHz, 50.4-52.6 GHz, 66-76 GHz and 81-86 GHz should be studied and targeted 

for decision at the WRC-19. 

FCC 

In October 2015, the FCC issued the “Use of Spectrum Bands Above 24 GHz for Mobile Radio Services” 

NPRM 30 after evaluating industry responses to an ROI issued in 2014. The NPRM proposes allowing the 

use of mobile services in 27.5-28.35 GHz, 37-38.6 GHz, 38.6-40 GHz and 64-71 GHz. The industry 

provided comment in January/February 2016, and evaluation and subsequent discussions/clarifications are 

on-going in the spring of 2016. The FCC is expected to make a ruling during 2016.   

5G Americas  

The white paper “5G Spectrum Recommendations” 31  was published August 2015. It describes how 

applications drive the need for new 5G spectrum and how low and high spectrum both play an important 

role for 5G. The paper also covers licensing aspects, spectrum harmonization and potential solution to 

enable new spectrum. 

CITEL 

The Inter‑American Telecommunication Commission (CITEL), Permanent Consultative Committee II 

(PCC.II) “Radiocommunications including broadcasting,” held its XXVI meeting in Ottawa, Canada, in 

August 2015 to prepare for the WRC-15. The results of the CITEL preparations are in Resolution 

PCC.II/RES. 108 (XXVI-15) “Inter-American proposals for WRC-2015” available in Doc. 402432 and in 

WRC-15 Doc. 7(Rev.1) 33 . PCC.II updated the procedure for preparing and adopting Inter-American 

Proposals (IAP) to a WRC as per Resolution PCC.II/RES. 105 (XXVI-15) “Inter-American proposals for 

World Radiocommunication Conferences”, available in Doc. 402434.  

One of the CITEL objectives for the WRC-15, which was achieved, was to agree on a WRC-19 agenda 

item for the consideration of spectrum requirements and potential identification for the terrestrial component 

of IMT to facilitate mobile broadband applications in specific frequency ranges within 10-76 GHz. This 

spectrum will be needed for 5G systems. 

The XXVII meeting of CITEL PCC.II will be held from June 28 to July 1, 2016, in Bogotá, Colombia. It will 

initiate preparations for the WRC-19 and will include a half-day Joint ITU-CITEL Workshop “Results of 

WRC-15 and its Impact on the Americas Region.” The details are in Resolution PCC.II/RES. 109 (XXVI-

15), available in Doc. 4024.35 

                                                      
30 https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-15-138A1.pdf  
31 http://www.4gamericas.org/files/7814/4606/7589/4G_Americas_5G_Spectrum_Recommendations_White_Paper-
2015.pdf  
32 https://www.citel.oas.org/en/SiteAssets/PCCII/Final-Reports/P2!R-4024_i.pdf  
33 http://www.itu.int/md/R15-WRC15-C-0007/en  
34 https://www.citel.oas.org/en/SiteAssets/PCCII/Final-Reports/P2!R-4024_i.pdf  
35 https://www.citel.oas.org/en/SiteAssets/PCCII/Final-Reports/P2!R-4024_i.pdf  

https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-15-138A1.pdf
http://www.4gamericas.org/files/7814/4606/7589/4G_Americas_5G_Spectrum_Recommendations_White_Paper-2015.pdf
http://www.4gamericas.org/files/7814/4606/7589/4G_Americas_5G_Spectrum_Recommendations_White_Paper-2015.pdf
https://www.citel.oas.org/en/SiteAssets/PCCII/Final-Reports/P2!R-4024_i.pdf
http://www.itu.int/md/R15-WRC15-C-0007/en
https://www.citel.oas.org/en/SiteAssets/PCCII/Final-Reports/P2!R-4024_i.pdf
https://www.citel.oas.org/en/SiteAssets/PCCII/Final-Reports/P2!R-4024_i.pdf
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ITU 

According to a recent ITU press release,36 ITU-R Working Party 5D is making progress to further develop 

IMT-2020, the standard for 5G mobile systems. Its first meeting followed the WRC-15 decisions to identify 

and harmonize spectrum for IMT operation below 6 GHz and requested ITU-R to study potential use of 

additional spectrum above 6 GHz for IMT, with the results of the studies to be considered at the WRC-19. 

ITU-R Working Party 5D continues to refine the criteria for selection of 5G radio interface technologies. 

ITU is continuing to work closely with administrations, network operators, equipment manufacturers and 

national and regional standardization organizations to include today’s 5G R&D activities in the IMT-2020 

standard. 

GSMA 

The GSMA has global and regional groups promoting the development of spectrum. Its spectrum program37 

works to ensure that mobile operators have timely, affordable and fair access to sufficient spectrum to meet 

rapidly growing consumer demand. 

GSA 

The Global Mobile Suppliers Association (GSA) represents mobile suppliers worldwide, engaged in 

infrastructure, spectrum, semiconductors, devices, services and applications development and support 

services. GSA has established a global spectrum group38 in support of the mobile industry and broadband 

consumers. The GSA Spectrum Group (GSG)39 will operate in all regions around the world mirroring closely 

the ITU-R organization structure. 

7.  CONCLUSION 

North America continues to march forward in accelerating 4G mobile broadband technology development 

and deployment. As 5G settles into the mobile technology landscape, it is important to note that innovation 

through R&D for this new set of technologies can benefit economies and societies on a global scale. North 

America, particularly the U.S., has been a long-time leader in the advancements of 4G and should continue 

to make progress in 5G activities to provide leadership for the 5G wireless industry ecosystem. 

Public and private investment in R&D for 5G needs to continue to make progress in the U.S. to ensure that 

it develops optimally to contribute to 5G throughout the Americas and rest of the world. Based on the scale 

and scope of the 5G initiatives around some regions of the world, and summarized in this white paper, 5G 

R&D in the Americas has increased over the past two years, but still needs to make continued progress to 

keep up with the rest of the regions of the world.  Historically, the North America region has provided 

leadership in 4G and the opportunity to continue that leadership in 5G is a reality today for the 5G systems 

of tomorrow.  

APPENDIX A: ACRONYM LIST 

 

3G Third Generation 

                                                      
36 https://www.itu.int/net/pressoffice/press_releases/2016/07.aspx  
37 http://www.gsma.com/spectrum/  
38 http://gsacom.com/paper/global-mobile-suppliers-association-establishes-a-global-spectrum-group/  
39 http://gsacom.com/community/spectrum/  

https://www.itu.int/net/pressoffice/press_releases/2016/07.aspx
http://www.gsma.com/spectrum/
http://gsacom.com/paper/global-mobile-suppliers-association-establishes-a-global-spectrum-group/
http://gsacom.com/community/spectrum/
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3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project 

4G Fourth Generation 

5G Fifth Generation 

5GIC 5G Innovation Centre 

5GNOW 5th Generation Non-Orthogonal Waveforms 

AMPS Advanced Mobile Phone System 

API Application Programming Interface 

ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit 

ATIS Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions 

BWAC Broadband Wireless Access & Applications Center 

BWRC Berkeley Wireless Research Center 

CALEA Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act 

Calit2 California-Institute-for-Telecommunications-and- Information-Technology 

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access 

CIF Communications & Information Foundations 

CISE Computer and Information Science and Engineering 

CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

CNS Computer & Network Systems 

COMBO COnvergence of fixed and Mobile BrOadband access/aggregation networks 

CSMA Carrier Sense Multiple Access 

CSRO Calit2 Strategic Research Opportunities 

CWSA Center for Wireless Systems and Applications 

D-AMPS Digital Advanced Mobile Phone System 

D2D Device to Device 

EPC Evolved Packet Core 

ETRI Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute 

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute 

EU European Union 

FDD Frequency Division Duplex 

FIA Future Internet Architectures 

FMC Fixed / Mobile Convergence 

FP Framework Program 

FP7 Framework Program 7 

FP8 Framework Program 8 

GDTN Generalized Delay-Tolerant Networking 

GHz Gigahertz 

GPRS General Packet Radio Service 

Gpbs Gigabits per second 

GPP Generic Packetized Protocol 

GSM Global System for Mobile Communications 

HD High Definition 

HetNet Heterogeneous Network 

HEW High Efficiency Wireless 

HSPA High Speed Packet Access 

ICT Information and Communications Technologies 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

IJOIN Interworking and JOINt 

IMS IP Multimedia Subsystem 
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IMT International Mobile Telecommunications 

IoT Internet of Things 

IP Internet Protocol 

ISRA Intel Strategic Research Alliance 

ITU International Telecommunications Union 

ITU-R ITU Radiocommunication Sector 

LED Light Emitting Diode 

LTE Long Term Evolution 

M2M Machine to Machine 

MAC Media Access Control 

MAMMOET MAssive MiMO for Efficient Transmission 

MCN Mobile Cloud Computing 

METIS 
Mobile and wireless communications Enablers for the Twenty-twenty Information 

Society 

MHz Megahertz 

MIIT Ministry of Industry and Information Technology 

MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output 

mmWave Millimeter wave 

MOST Ministry of Science & Technology 

MOTO Mobile Opportunistic Traffic Offloading 

MTC Machine Type Communication 

MWC Mobile World Congress 

NDN Named Data Networking 

NDRC National Development and Reform Commission 

NeTS Networking Technology and Systems 

NFV Network Function Virtualization 

NG-POP Next Generation Point of Presence 

NGMN Next Generation Mobile Networks 

NSF National Science Foundation 

NSN Nokia Solutions & Networks 

NYU New York University 

NYU-Poly Polytechnic Institute of New York University 

OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access 

OPEX Operational Expenditure 

PAR Project Authorization Request 

PHYLAWS PHYsical Layer Wireless Security 

POMI Programmable Open Mobile Internet 

QoE Quality of Experience 

QoS Quality of Service 

R & D Research & Development 

RAN Radio Access Network 

RAT Radio Access Technology 

RATG Radio Access Technique Group 

RCS Rich Communication Services 

RF Radio Frequency 

SAE System Architecture Evolution 

SDN Software Defined Network 

SDO Standards Development Organization 
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SME Subject Matter Expert 

SoC System-on-a-Chip 

SMS Short Message Service 

TAC Technological Advisory Council 

TDD Time Division Duplex 

TDMA Time Division Multiple Access 

TIA Telecommunications Industry Association 

TROPIC Traffic Optimization by the Integration of Information and Control 

UCSD University of California, San Diego 

UE User Equipment 

UHF Ultra-High Frequency 

UKRPIF United Kingdom Research Partnership Investment Fund 

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 

USD United States Dollar 

UT University of Texas 

VoLTE Voice over LTE 

WCDMA Wideband Code Division Multiple Access 

WICAT Wireless Internet Center for Advanced Technology 

Wi-Fi Wireless Fidelity 

WP Working Party 

WRC World Radio Conference 

XIA eXpressive Internet Architecture 

  
 

APPENDIX B:  ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON 5G-RELATED RESEARCH 

PROJECTS 

This appendix provides additional information about the various research projects referenced in Section 3.  

Landscape of Regional 5G-Related Activities. 

B.1 POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK UNIVERSITY (NYU-POLY) 

The Polytechnic Institute of New York University (NYU-Poly) program is composed of government, 

academia and industry participants. The program has received an NSF grant of $800,000 and $1.2 million 

from corporate backers and the Empire State Development Division of Science Technology & Innovation.  

Industrial partners include Intel, Ericsson, AT&T, Huawei, Samsung, Qualcomm, NSN, L-3 

Communications, InterDigital and National Instruments (NI), as well as faculty startup company Asension 

Laboratories. 

The consortium is developing advanced technologies toward 5G, concentrating on developing smart and 

more cost-effective wireless infrastructure utilizing advances such as small light antennas with directional 

beamforming capable of bouncing signals off buildings using millimeter-wave spectrum. Also targeted is 

the development of smaller, smarter cells with devices that cooperate for spectrum bandwidth, rather than 

compete for it. 

The move to the relatively unused and inexpensive millimeter-wave spectrum is led by Professor Theodore 

(Ted) Rappaport, who recently joined the NYU and NYU-Poly faculty. The NSF’s Wireless Internet Center 
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for Advanced Technology (WICAT) at NYU-Poly is where most of the project’s research will be conducted. 

The industrial partners’ labs will also conduct research. 

Other WICAT faculty researchers involved in the project include Associate Professor Sundeep Rangan, co-

founder of Flarion Technologies (acquired by Qualcomm), who leads the team’s work on limiting the 

interference in small (femto) cells. Professor Elza Erkip is a pioneer in relaying and cooperative 

communications and a member of the Board of Governors of the IEEE Information Theory Society. 

Research Assistant Professor Pei Liu implemented one of the first cooperative systems in a university test 

bed. NYU-Poly Industry Professor Michael Knox, founder of Asension Laboratories, will lead research into 

full duplex antenna technology that enables simultaneous transmission and reception on the same RF 

carrier frequency while operating through a patented single antenna element, effectively doubling capacity. 

Hardware and software from NI will serve as the test bed for these 5G research initiatives to be proved 

quickly through rapid iteration capabilities. 

More details are available at the project website: http://engineering.nyu.edu/  

B.2 INTEL STRATEGIC RESEARCH ALLIANCE (ISRA) 

In 2013, Intel created the Intel Strategic Research Alliance (ISRA) entitled 5G: Transforming the Wireless 

User Experience to explore candidate 5G technologies with an initial fund of $3 million. The stated 

objective of the university research collaboration is to “dramatically improve the wireless user experience 

in the face of rapidly growing data volume in wireless networks, number of wireless devices and increasingly 

rich and varied requirements of application services.” The research program identifies three core 

challenges: 

• Dramatic Increase in Network Capacity. 5G technologies must provide dramatically increased 

capacity to address a projected 100x increase in mobile traffic over the next 10 years. In particular, 

this increased capacity is critical for addressing the rising demand for rich multimedia content and 

the expectation that billions of diverse, machine-type devices will require network connectivity.  

• Uniform Connectivity Experience Throughout the Network. If 5G technologies are to support 

a uniform service experience, they must address the inconsistent quality of user connectivity as 

evident in the high degree of variability in data rates. Such variability follows from temporal 

variations in channel conditions, user location, the interference environment, network congestion 

and the type of service desired.   

• High Level of Service Quality and User Experience. Beyond communication links, 5G 

technologies must also account for application data characteristics and user context to guarantee 

an overall high service quality. Our goal should be to deliver good application-specific service 

quality while maximizing the efficiency of information transfer based on available context 

information. 

The ISRA selected outstanding projects from a large number of proposals submitted by university teams 

around the world.  Researchers selected to participate in the program include University of California at Los 

Angeles, Cornell University, IIT Delhi, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Macquarie University, 

New York University, Pompeu Fabra University, Princeton University, Purdue University, Rice University, 

University of Southern California, Stanford University and University of Texas at Austin. Verizon also signed 

on as an industry partner. 

http://engineering.nyu.edu/
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Program research in candidate 5G technologies addresses a large number of technical areas, including: 

• Millimeter wave channel measurements, modeling, and capacity analysis 

• Massive MIMO algorithms and architectures 

• Orbital angular momentum multiplexing in millimeter wave 

• Feasibility and system design aspects of indoor millimeter wave wearable networks 

• Radio environment map algorithms and spectrum sharing 

• Self-interference cancellation and full duplex 

• Soft radio access network architectures 

• Integrated cellular and device-to-device communications 

• Automated compute and connectivity sharing frameworks 

• Analysis of smartphone energy drain and context aware solutions 

• Asynchronous random access using superimposed codes 

• Topological interference management and information theoretic approaches to device-to-device 

Three-year research projects finished in a staggered fashion during 2015 and 2016, although select projects 

continue to be funded. Research results have been published in top wireless conference and journal venues 

associated with 5G. 

B.3 NSF FUTURE INTERNET ARCHITECTURES (FIA) PROGRAM 

In 2010, NSF Directorate for Computer and Information Science and Engineering (CISE) formulated a 

program labeled as Future Internet Architectures (FIA) to stimulate innovative and creative research to 

explore, design and evaluate trustworthy future Internet architectures. The objective was to engage the 

research community in collaborative, long-range, transformative thinking unfettered by the constraints of 

today’s networks. The program is inspired by lessons learned and promising new research ideas to design 

and experiment with new network architectures and networking concepts that take into consideration the 

larger social, economic and legal issues that arise from the interplay between the Internet and society.  

The NSF funded five projects within this theme: four as a part of the program, one under a separate 

solicitation. The projects, while not specifically focused on the mobile network application, explore 

innovative concepts that may play an important role in the formulation of 5G. These NSF programs within 

this effort are as follows: 

B.3.1 NAMED-DATA-NETWORKING (NDN) 

This project is being led by UCLA in collaboration with Colorado State University, PARC, University of 

Arizona, University of Illinois/Urbana-Champaign, UC-Irvine, University of Memphis, UC-San Diego, 

Washington University and Yale University.   
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The current Internet's traditional approach to communications is based on a client-server model of 

interaction: communicating parties establish a relationship and then proceed to transfer information where 

data contained within IP packets are transported along a single path. Today, however, the most 

predominant use of the Internet is centered on content creation, dissemination and delivery, and this trend 

will continue into the foreseeable future. While the basic client-server model has enabled a wide range of 

services and applications, it does not incorporate adequate mechanisms to support secure content-oriented 

functionality, regardless of the specific physical location where the content resides. 

The proposed Named Data Networking (NDN) architecture moves the communication paradigm from 

today's focus on "where" (e.g., addresses, servers and hosts) to "what" (e.g., content that users and 

applications care about). By naming data instead of their location (IP address), NDN transforms data into 

first-class entities. While the current Internet secures the communication channel or path between two 

communication points and sometimes the data with encryption, NDN secures the content and provides 

essential context for security.  

This approach allows the decoupling of trust in data from trust in hosts and servers, enabling 

trustworthiness, as well as several radically scalable communication mechanisms. One example is 

automatic caching to optimize bandwidth and the potential to move content along multiple paths to the 

destination. This project addresses the technical challenges in creating NDN, including routing scalability, 

fast forwarding, trust models, network security, content protection and privacy and a new fundamental 

communication theory enabling its design. 

The proposed NDN transport model supports mobility in a natural way because the hosts that act as 

information sources or sinks are no longer accessed via addresses that are associated with specific network 

nodes. 

More details are available at the project website: http://named-data.net. 

B.3.2 MOBILITYFIRST 

This project is being led by Rutgers University in collaboration with Duke University, Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology, University of Massachusetts-Amherst, University of Massachusetts-Lowell, University of 

Michigan, University of Nebraska-Lincoln and University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. 

The design principles of the Internet, its flexibility, adaptability and ubiquity, have enabled an unprecedented 

wave of innovation that transformed our lives. Yet the increasing user demand for seamless communication 

on the move brings about new challenges that stress the current Internet, originally designed to support 

communications between fixed end-points.  

The MobilityFirst project takes a different approach and proposes architecture centered on mobility as the 

norm rather than the exception. The architecture uses generalized delay-tolerant networking (GDTN) to 

provide robustness even in presence of link/network disconnections. GDNT integrated with the use of self-

certifying public key addresses provides an inherently trustworthy network. Dealing with mobility as a first 

class entity allows functionalities like context and location aware services to fit naturally into the network. 

The project focuses on the tradeoffs between mobility and scalability and on opportunistic use of network 

resources to achieve effective communications among mobile endpoints. 

More details are available at the project website: http://mobilityfirst.winlab.rutgers.edu/. 

http://named-data.net/
http://mobilityfirst.winlab.rutgers.edu/
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B.3.3 NEBULA  

This project is being led by the University of Pennsylvania in collaboration with Cornell University, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Princeton University, Purdue University, Stanford University, 

Stevens Institute of Technology, University of California-Berkley, University of Delaware, University of 

Illinois-Urbana-Champaign, University of Texas, University of Washington and Cisco. 

The growing trend toward migrating storage, computation and applications into the cloud is creating 

unprecedented opportunities for global-scale, network-centric computing infrastructure, enabling new ways 

of fast resource provisioning, utility pricing and consistent and easy management. NEBULA is an 

architecture (nebula is Latin for cloud) in which cloud computing data centers are the primary repositories 

of data and the primary locus of computation. In this future model, the data centers are connected by a 

high-speed, extremely reliable and secure backbone network. The project focuses on developing new 

trustworthy data, control and core networking approaches to support the emerging cloud computing model 

of always-available network services. This project addresses the technical challenges in creating a cloud-

computing-centric architecture. 

More details are available at the project website: http://nebula-fia.org.   

B.3.4 EXPRESSIVE INTERNET ARCHITECTURE (XIA) 

This project is led by Carnegie Melon University in collaboration with Boston University and University of 

Wisconsin-Madison. 

The eXpressive Internet Architecture (XIA) addresses the growing diversity of network use models, the 

need for trustworthy communication and the growing set of stakeholders who coordinate their activities to 

provide Internet services. XIA addresses these needs by exploring the technical challenges in creating a 

single network that offers inherent support for communication between current communicating principals – 

including hosts, content and services – while accommodating unknown future entities.  

For each type of principal, XIA defines a narrow waist that dictates the application programming interface 

(API) for communication and the network communication mechanisms. XIA provides intrinsic security in 

which the integrity and authenticity of communication is guaranteed. XIA also enables flexible context-

dependent mechanisms for establishing trust between the communicating principals, bridging the gap 

between human and intrinsically secure identifiers. This project includes user experiments to evaluate and 

refine the interface between the network and users, and studies that analyze the relationship between 

technical design decisions and economic incentives and public policy.  

More details are available at the project website: http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~xia/.  

B.3.5 CHOICENET 

This project is led by University of Massachusetts in collaboration with University of Kentucky, North 

Carolina State University and RENCI/University of North Carolina. 

Computer networks, in particular the Internet, represent critical infrastructure for business, government, 

military and personal communication. Several recent trends in technology and network use have pushed 

the capabilities required of the Internet beyond what can be provided by the currently deployed 

http://nebula-fia.org/
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~xia/
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infrastructure. The ChoiceNet project aims to develop a new architectural design for the Internet of the near 

future to enable sustained innovation in the core of the network using economic principles.  

The core idea of this new network architecture is to support choice as the central aspect of the architecture. 

A network built on these principles will be able to adapt to emerging solutions for current and future 

challenges. The network architecture designed and prototyped in this work aims to (1) encourage 

alternatives to allow users to choose from a range of services, (2) let users vote with their wallet to reward 

superior and innovative services and (3) provide the mechanisms to stay informed on available alternatives 

and their performances. Solutions are approached from different directions, reflecting the team's 

multidisciplinary expertise in computer networking, network systems, management science and network 

economics. 

More details are available at the project website: https://code.renci.org/gf/project/choicenet/. 

B.4 NSF COMMUNICATIONS & INFORMATION FOUNDATIONS (CIF) 

The Communications and Information Foundations (CIF) program supports potentially transformative 

research that addresses the theoretical underpinnings and current and future enabling technologies for 

information acquisition, transmission and processing in communications and information processing 

systems. As a result, CIF research and education projects strengthen the intellectual foundations of 

communications and information theory and signal processing in a variety of types of networks such as 

sensor networks, wireless and multimedia networks, biological networks, and networks of quantum devices. 

Research outcomes are expected to lead to more secure and reliable communications and advanced 

mathematical capabilities that are applicable throughout science and engineering. The program supports 

in particular the following research areas: 

 Basic research in wireless communications, information theory and coding including reliable 

transmission of information, in both analog and digital form, in the presence of a variety of channel 

impairments (e.g., noise, multipath, eavesdroppers, interference). A number of channel 

architectures are of interest, including MIMO, feedback, optical, quantum and biological.  

 

 Fundamental research in networking including network information theory, network coding and 

cross-layer research at the lower layers focusing on the MAC layer and below. It emphasizes 

research in which the physical-layer attributes play an important role in overall network design and 

performance. Examples include sensor networks with applications to environmental monitoring, 

civil infrastructure monitoring, data communications system monitoring and power grid monitoring 

 

 New paradigms that enlarge the scope of signal and information processing from the domain of the 

linear to the realm of the nonlinear, from linear algebra to algebra, from Euclidean to curved spaces, 

from uniform to highly non-uniform time and space sampling to signal processing on graphs. 

Research that will develop efficient power-aware and hardware-friendly algorithms and research 

on signal/information processing algorithms for the new network science of distributed, 

decentralized and cooperative algorithms that avoid global communications is encouraged. 

More details are available at http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503300&org=CISE.  

https://code.renci.org/gf/project/choicenet/
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503300&org=CISE
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B.5 NSF COMPUTER & NETWORK SYSTEMS 

Computer and communication networks need to be available anytime and anywhere, and be accessible 

from any device. Networks need to evolve over time to incorporate new technologies, support new classes 

of applications and services and meet new requirements and challenges. Networks also need to scale and 

adapt to unforeseen events and uncertainties across multiple dimensions, including types of applications, 

size and topology, mobility patterns and heterogeneity of devices and networking technologies. They also 

require being easily controllable and manageable, resource and energy efficient and secure and resilient 

to failures and attacks. 

The Networking Technology and Systems (NeTS) program supports transformative research on 

fundamental scientific and technological advances leading to the development of future-generation, high-

performance networks and future Internet architectures. The scope of the program includes enterprise, core 

and optical networks; peer-to-peer and application-level networks; wireless, mobile and cellular networks; 

networks for physical infrastructures and sensor networks. The program also seeks innovative networking 

research proposals within application domains such as smart grids, compute grids, clouds and data centers. 

NeTS proposals should address problems that are appropriate to the NeTS Core Area or to one of this 

year's Highlighted Areas. Note that proposals that address problems in the NeTS highlighted areas are not 

targeted for special handling or funding. They simply represent emerging areas or areas of current national 

interest. 

More details are available at http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503307&org=CISE.  

B.6 NSF EXTREME DENSIFICATION OF WIRELESS NETWORKS 

In September 2013, a group of UT-Austin and Stanford faculty members led by Prof. Gustavo de Veciana 

(UT ECE, WNCG) in collaboration with Profs. Sanjay Shakkottai (UT ECE, WNCG), Lili Qiu (UT CS, WNCG) 

and Ramesh Johari (MS&E, Stanford Univ.) was awarded an NSF grant totaling $978,000. This project 

supports research in 5G wireless networks. Network densification – where a multitude of base-stations and 

access points with overlapping wireless footprints and disparate capabilities pervade the physical domain 

– is the way forward to meet the tremendous demand for mobile data. The main objective of the proposed 

research is to reevaluate the manner in which wireless networks are engineered and spectrum usage is 

managed so as to exploit dense access infrastructure. This effort is expected to make contributions in three 

areas: 

 Design, analysis and prototyping of communications and network protocols to enable 

unprecedented fine grain control over transmissions over shared spectrum without requiring high 

coordination overheads, by leveraging emerging agile access techniques 

 

 Design and analysis of novel, simple and sparse-state algorithms that leverage the large flexibility 

(e.g., number of sub-channels, mobile-to-base-station associations) in such systems to achieve 

near-optimal resource allocations 

 

 Modeling and analysis of extreme dense wireless networks using mean field games to both 

evaluate the performance of resource sharing between providers in this regime, as well as evaluate 

economic and policy incentives to deploy a range of contractual structures 

http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503307&org=CISE
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The proposed research activity relies heavily on the development of sound theory and analysis of extremely 

dense networks, algorithmic development, simulation for large-scale systems and finally prototyping small-

scale regimes. The research will serve as a catalyst towards changing traditional wireless networking 

paradigm, from one where infrastructure points connect to many mobiles, to one where a mobile connects 

to a large number of infrastructure nodes. The research will be disseminated broadly to researchers, 

practitioners and policy makers, leveraging in particular, a strong industry-focused research center, and 

also used in efforts reaching out to public high school students, parents and teachers. 

More details are available at 

http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1343383&HistoricalAwards=false.  

B.7 WIRELESS @ VIRGINIA TECH 

Wireless @ Virginia Tech is one of the largest university wireless research groups in the U.S. It is composed 

of six research thrust areas and encompasses several well-known centers and groups. The research group 

brings more than 25 faculty members whose technical expertise ranges from communications to networks, 

and more than 100 graduate students focused on wireless. 

The six board thrust areas include: 

1. Cognitive radio networks 

2. Digital signal processing 

3. Social networks 

4. Autonomous sensor communication 

5. Antennas 

6. Very large scale integration 

Industry affiliates include Harris, L3, Motorola Solutions, Zeta Associates, n-ask incorporated, Northrop 

Grumman and Raytheon.   

More details are available at the project website: http://wireless.vt.edu. 

B.8 WIRELESS @ MIT CENTER 

The Wireless @ MIT Center is an organization of MIT professors working on next-generation wireless 

networks and mobile computing. The program focuses on spectrum and connectivity, mobile applications, 

security and privacy and low power systems.  Industry partners include Microsoft, Cisco, Intel, Telefonica, 

Amazon, Google, STMiroelectronics and MediaTek. Telefonica specifically calls out its joint work with 

Wireless @ MIT as “5G and Beyond.”40 

More details are available at the project website: http://wireless.csail.mit.edu.  

B.9 CENTER FOR WIRELESS SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS (CWSA) AT 

PURDUE UNIVERSITY 

The Center for Wireless Systems and Applications (CWSA) at Purdue University has the goal of fostering 

collaboration to create faster, higher-quality wireless applications and infrastructure. More than 85 faculty 

                                                      
40 http://blog.digital.telefonica.com/2012/10/12/wireless-mit-centre/  

http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1343383&HistoricalAwards=false
http://wireless.vt.edu/
http://wireless.csail.mit.edu/
http://blog.digital.telefonica.com/2012/10/12/wireless-mit-centre/
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and staff members from 13 different schools and departments actively participate in CWSA programs. To 

accomplish this, the center has focused its resources on six major thrust areas:  

1. Devices and materials 

2. Low power electronics 

3. Communications 

4. Networking 

5. Multimedia traffic 

6. Security 

More details are available at the project website: http://cwsaweb.ecn.purdue.edu/.  

B.10 BERKELEY WIRELESS RESEARCH CENTER (BWRC) 

The Berkeley Wireless Research Center (BWRC) is focused on exploring leading edge innovations in future 

generations of wireless communication systems. Its research focus areas are RF and millimeter wave 

technology, advanced spectrum utilization, energy efficient systems and other integrated wireless systems 

and applications. BWRC is an established leader in university-industry-government research partnerships 

resulting from pioneering wireless system-on-a-chip (SoC) innovations. The center has forged deep 

relationships with industry leaders to facilitate rapid technology transfer since being founded in 1999.   

Research focuses on highly-integrated CMOS implementations optimized for lowest energy consumption 

leveraging advanced communication algorithms and architectures. ASIC proof-of-concept prototype chips 

are fabricated using cutting-edge processes and are evaluated in a state-of-the-art, in-house laboratory. 

Center membership provides access to faculty and graduate students involved in a large interdisciplinary 

research effort with a modest investment. The critical-mass combination of UC Berkeley researchers, 

government funding and industry leading sponsors has the potential for making truly significant advances 

possible. 

More details are available at the project website: http://bwrc.eecs.berkeley.edu/. 

B.11 SWARM LAB AT UC BERKELEY 

UC-Berkeley has also another research program called Swarm Lab. In synchrony with the cloud and its all-

present mobile access devices, a third layer of information acquisition and processing devices, called the 

sensory Swarm, is rapidly emerging, enabled by even more pervasive wireless networking and the 

introduction of novel ultra-low power technologies. The Swarm gives rise to the true emergence of concepts 

such as cyber-physical and cyber-biological systems, immersive computing and augmented reality. 

Enabling this fascinating paradigm, which represents true wireless ubiquity, requires major breakthroughs 

on a number of fronts. The newly formed Swarm Lab addresses these challenges using a multidisciplinary 

approach, bringing together breakthrough technology, scalable design methodologies and cutting-edge 

applications. 

More details are available at the project website: https://swarmlab.eecs.berkeley.edu/letter-executive-

director#overlay-context=node/5/panel_content.  

http://cwsaweb.ecn.purdue.edu/
http://bwrc.eecs.berkeley.edu/
https://swarmlab.eecs.berkeley.edu/letter-executive-director#overlay-context=node/5/panel_content
https://swarmlab.eecs.berkeley.edu/letter-executive-director#overlay-context=node/5/panel_content
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B.12 UCSD CENTER FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS 

The Center for Wireless Communications was established at the School of Engineering, University of 

California, San Diego in February 1995. The center pursues a cross-disciplinary program of research and 

education targeted at the emerging needs of the cellular and wireless communications industry and relies 

upon a strong university-industry partnership. Topics of interest include low-power circuitry (radio 

frequency, analog and digital), smart antennas, communication theory (including speech, video and image 

compression), communication networks (including management and control policies, and speech-sharing 

strategies) and multimedia applications. A unifying theme for the center's program is that of broadband 

wireless: specifically, approaches for extending capabilities and services from the emerging broadband 

wireline infrastructure to the wireless pedestrian and mobile domains. Member companies include Huawei, 

Mitsubishi, NSN, Qualcomm, ST and ViaSat. One of the faculty professors, Gabriel Rebeiz, is looking at 

tunable RF and millimeter wave in particular.  

More details are available at the project website: http://cwc.ucsd.edu/research/focusareas.php.  

B.13 QUALCOMM INSTITUTE 

The Qualcomm Institute (QI) is a multidisciplinary research institute at the University of California at San 

Diego. It is focused on accelerating innovation and shortening the time to product development and 

commercialization. QI offers state-of-the-art laboratory space and equipment, well-trained staff and an array 

of technical services to partners both on- and off-campus, from students to start-ups. This includes nano-

fabrication, wireless systems research, prototyping laboratories, and immersive visualization facilities. 

Specific 5G-related research areas include very wide-band wireless data delivery, advanced coding and 

MIMO systems, reducing the power consumption of radio systems, mixed signal circuits and coping with 

the nonlinearity of radio components and the heterogeneity of radio capabilities. QI also is investigating 

how the health of individuals, families, communities, social networks and populations can be improved 

through the creative use of wireless and networked technologies and ubiquitous computing. 

More details are available at the project website: http://qi.ucsd.edu/   

B.14 UNIVERSITY OF SURREY 5G INNOVATION CENTRE (5GIC) 

In October 2012, the University of Surrey was awarded £11.6 million in government money from the U.K. 

Research Partnership Investment Fund (UKRPIF). It secured an additional £30 million of pledges from a 

consortium including operators, the UK communications regulator and cellular providers including Aeroflex, 

AIRCOM International, BBC, BT, EE, Fujitsu Laboratories Europe, Huawei, Ofcom, Rohde & Schwarz, 

Samsung, Telefonica and Vodafone. The money was used to develop a 5G Innovation Centre for U.K. 

telecommunication research, development, innovation and the provision of broadband mobile internet 

services. 

The University of Surrey 5GIC research includes lowering network costs, anticipating user data needs to 

pre-allocate resources, dense small cells, device-to-device communication and spectrum sensing (for 

unlicensed spectrum). This is not a complete list, and its research is still in the early stages. 

More details are available at the project website: http://www.surrey.ac.uk/5gic/.  

http://cwc.ucsd.edu/research/focusareas.php
http://qi.ucsd.edu/
http://www.surrey.ac.uk/5gic/
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B.15 NSF GRANT FOR EVALUATION OF 60 GHZ BAND COMMUNICATIONS  

In October 2013, the NSF awarded $250,000 to New York University and another $250,000 to Auburn 

University to study propagation and channel characteristics at 60 GHz. The project is intended to develop 

techniques to use spectrum in the 60 GHz band for wireless data and will run through August 2016. The 

NSF had previously awarded $275,000 to New York University to study millimeter wave pico cells in 

September 2013 with that study to run through September 2017.  

Since receiving the initial funding, NYU has done real-world channel measurements to develop channel 

models and capacity results for mmWave cellular systems. The research at NYU Wireless is being 

coordinated by Ted Rappaport, who has also welcomed corporate affiliates that currently include AT&T, 

Nokia, Qualcomm, Samsung, L3, Huawei, National Instruments and Intel.  In April 2014, 2015 and 2016, 

NYU Wireless shared its research at “The Brooklyn 5G Summit.”   

More information about the grants to New York University is available at 

http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1320472&HistoricalAwards=false and at 

http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1302336&HistoricalAwards=false.  

More information about the grant to Auburn University is available at 

http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1320664&HistoricalAwards=false.   

More information about the NYU results on mmWave cellular systems is available at 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?reload=true&arnumber=6515173 and at 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?arnumber=7400962&queryText=mmWAVE%20CELLULA

R%20SYSTEMS&searchWithin=NYU&newsearch=true 

More information about the Brooklyn 5G Summit is available at http://brooklyn5gsummit.com/.  

More information about the NYU Wireless research is available at http://nyuwireless.com/.  

B.16 CLEAN SLATE PROJECT AT STANFORD UNIVERSITY 

In 2007, Stanford University began an initiative with the mission of reinventing the Internet with a program 

called “Clean Slate.” The work was sponsored by major industry players including Cisco, Ericsson, Google, 

NTT DoCoMo and Deutsche Telekom. It officially ended in January 2012. The project results include:   

 Internet Infrastructure: OpenFlow and SDN 

Collaborative research focused on OpenFlow and SDN sponsored by Stanford and UC 

Berkeley with industry sponsors CableLabs, ciena, Cisco, Ericsson, Fujitsu, Google, HP, Intel, 

NEC, NSF, NTT DoCoMo, Texas Instruments and VMWare. OpenFlow is firmware designed 

to operate on Ethernet switches and can run experimental protocols (e.g., new routing protocols 

or alternatives to IP). OpenFlow was initially released in 2011 and was tested on HP Ethernet 

switches. SDN work is focused on control plane abstractions, network capabilities, scalability, 

reliability and security issues. 

 Programmable Open Mobile Internet: POMI 2020 

http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1320472&HistoricalAwards=false
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1302336&HistoricalAwards=false
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1320664&HistoricalAwards=false
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?reload=true&arnumber=6515173
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?arnumber=7400962&queryText=mmWAVE%20CELLULAR%20SYSTEMS&searchWithin=NYU&newsearch=true
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?arnumber=7400962&queryText=mmWAVE%20CELLULAR%20SYSTEMS&searchWithin=NYU&newsearch=true
http://brooklyn5gsummit.com/
http://nyuwireless.com/
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With mobile devices being more ubiquitous, data will increasingly be stored in the cloud. Hence 

the focus on cloud storage, security and allowing accessing cloud data from any device or any 

access method. 

B.17 JOINT UT-AUSTIN & STANFORD RESEARCH ON 5G WIRELESS  

In late 2013, the NSF funded a joint effort by UT Austin and Stanford with approximately $1 million to 

promote new architectures for dense access infrastructure. The research proposes a paradigm shift in 

which mobiles are connected to a large number of infrastructure nodes, as opposed to the current situation, 

in which one sector serves multiple mobiles. The following areas will be analyzed as part of the effort: 

 Design, analysis and prototyping of communications and network protocols to enable fine grain 

control over transmissions over shared spectrum without requiring high coordination overheads. 

 

 Design and analysis of novel, simple and sparse-state algorithms that leverage the large flexibility 

(e.g., number of sub-channels, mobile-to-base-station associations) in such systems to achieve 

near-optimal resource allocations. 

 

 Modeling and analysis of extreme dense wireless networks to evaluate the performance of resource 

sharing between providers, as well as evaluate economic and policy incentives to deploy a range 

of contractual structures. 

B.18 BROADBAND WIRELESS ACCESS & APPLICATIONS CENTER (BWAC)  

The Broadband Wireless Access & Applications Center (BWAC) is a multi-university consortium led by the 

University of Arizona and includes Auburn University, University of Virginia and Virginia Tech. In 2013, it 

secured industry sponsorship for a total of $4 million and a $1.6 million NSF grant to promote various 

research topics in the areas of broadband access and applications including: 

 Opportunistic spectrum access and allocation technologies 

 Millimeter wave wireless 

 Wireless cyber security 

 Cognitive sensor networks of heterogeneous devices 

 Image and video compression technologies 

 IC and low-power design for broadband access/applications 

The target areas of application include 4G and 5G wireless standards, medical devices and hospitals of the 

future, cloud computing and rapidly reconfigurable networks, national security and smart grids. 

More details are available at the project website: https://bwac.arizona.edu/.  

B.19 TOKYO INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY  

Tokyo Institute of Technology, in cooperation with NTT DoCoMo, is undertaking research for a new 5G 

network with the intent of reaching 10 Gbps speeds. In a joint outdoor experiment conducted recently, they 

succeeded in a packet transmission uplink rate of approximately 10 Gbps. In the experiment, a 400 MHz 

bandwidth in the 11 GHz spectrum was transmitted from a mobile station moving at approximately 9 km/h. 

https://bwac.arizona.edu/
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MIMO was used to spatially multiplex different data streams using eight transmitting antennas and 16 

receiving antennas on the same frequency. 

B.20 UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH  

The University of Edinburgh has partnered with National Instruments to develop a test bed to dramatically 

improve indoor wireless communications capacity.  

University of Edinburgh in cooperation with Heriot-Watt University recently created the first working 

prototype showing spatial modulation techniques over a wireless RF channel. Previously, a concept 

nicknamed LiFi, which uses visible light communication over a single-channel, point-to-point link, was 

demonstrated. They plan to combine these technologies to create even higher density optical wireless 

networks – called optical attocell networks – that will harness massive MIMO gains in both the optical and 

RF domains for energy-efficient indoor wireless communications. The team recently achieved 3.5 Gbit/s 

from a single color LED. 
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